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ABSTRACT 

The power distribution system is the final link to transfer the electrical energy to the 

individual customers. It is distributed in a complex technical grid but is associated with the 

majority of all outages occurring. Improving its reliability is an efficient way to reduce the 

effects of outages.  

A common way of improving the reliability is by designing loop structures containing two 

connected feeders separated by a section point. The location of the section point will decide 

how the system structure is connected and its level of reliability. By finding the optimal 

location, an improved reliability may be accomplished. 

This Master’s thesis has developed a method of finding optimized section points locations in 

a primary distribution system in order to improve its reliability. A case study has been 

conducted in a part of Mälarenergi Elnät’s distribution system with the objective of 

developing an algorithm in MATLAB able to generate the optimal section points in the area. 

An analytical technique together with a method called Failure Modes and Effect Analysis 

(FMEA) as preparatory step, was used to simulate the impact of outages in various 

components based on historical data and literature reviews. Quantifying the impact was 

made by calculating the System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI) and the 

Expected Cost (ECOST) which represented the reliability from a customer- and a socio-

economic perspective.  

Using an optimization routine based on a Greedy algorithm an improvement of the reliability 

was made possible. The result of the case study showed a possible improvement of 28% on 

SAIDI and 41% on ECOST if optimizing the location of section points. It also indicated that 

loop structures containing mostly industry-, trade- and service-sectors may improve ECOST 

considerably by having a relocated section point.  

The analysis concluded that based on the considerable improvement the case study showed, a 

distribution system could be highly benefitted by optimizing the location of section points. 

The created algorithm may provide a helpful tool well representative for such a process in a 

cost-effective way. Applying it into a full size system was considered being possible but it 

would first require some additional improvements of reliability inputs and to resolve some 

fundamental issues like rated current in lines and geographical distances to substations.  

Keywords: Primary distribution system, Mälarenergi Elnät, loop structure, radially 

operated, section point locations, switches, power system reliability, optimization algorithm, 

analytical technique, FMEA 
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SUMMARY 

Modern society is highly dependent on a reliable power system and it is therefore essential to 

design a system prepared for unexpected events that may lead to outages. An efficient way of 

improving reliability is by designing loop structures containing section points used to 

separate feeders. The location of these section points will decide how the system structure is 

connected and its level of reliability. Relocating the section points may affect the performance 

of the system and by finding the optimal locations an improved reliability may be 

accomplished. 

In order to guarantee a reliable power system, Sweden’s approximately 170 electric 

distribution system operators (DSOs) are supervised by the Swedish Energy Market 

Inspectorate (EI).  EI uses a quality adjustment tool based on the performance of the grid to 

uphold a good power quality and to promote improvements. It is a part of a revenue 

framework that regulates the total income for each DSO. 

This Master’s thesis has conducted a case study at one DSO, Mälarenergi Elnät, to develop a 

method improving reliability by optimizing the locations of section points in a primary 

distribution system. The objective has been to create an algorithm in MATLAB that may 

quantify and minimize the effect on customer outage time and the related costs by varying 

the location of section points. An analytical technique based on a Failure Modes and Effect 

Analysis (FMEA) has been used as preparatory step to structure the system and to simulate 

the impact of outages in various components. Quantifying the impact has been made by 

calculating two different reliability indices of the system; System Average Interruption 

Duration Index (SAIDI) representing a customer based perspective and the Expected Cost 

(ECOST) representing the reliability from a socio-economic perspective. To optimize the 

locations of section points, a routine based on a Greedy algorithm has been created. It was 

considered a suitable method for handling large number of computations and managed to 

reduce the number of calculations from around 36 million to 500 which highly have 

improved the simulation time. 

The result of the two optimizations in the case study has shown a considerable potential 

improvement of 28% on SAIDI and 41% on ECOST if optimizing the location of section 

points. It has also indicated that loop structures containing mostly industry-, trade- and 

service-sectors may improve ECOST considerably by having a relocated section point. The 

result of the feeder structure showed two totally different optimized systems. It was clear that 

that although the system had been optimized in two cases, an issue of unbalanced energy 

demands in the feeders could lead to exceeding the rated current in the cables.   

Conclusions from this project are that based on the considerable improvement of the 

reliability this case study has shown, a distribution system may be highly benefitted by 

optimizing the location of section points. The created algorithm has provided a helpful tool 

well representative for such a process. Applying it into a full size system may be considered 

possible but it would first require resolving some fundamental issues like rated current in 

lines and improving the input of the reliability analysis. 



 

 

SAMMANFATTNING 

Dagens samhälle är starkt beroende av ett tillförlitligt elnät och det är därför viktigt att 

utforma ett nät förberett för oförutsedda händelser som kan leda till avbrott. Ett effektivt sätt 

att förbättra tillförlitligheten är genom att konstruera slingnät som innehåller 

sektioneringspunkter för att separera matningar. Placeringen av dessa sektioneringspunkter 

avgör hur systemets grundstruktur är kopplad och hur väl dess tillförlitlighet är. Att flytta 

sektioneringsspunkter kan påverka systemets utformning och genom att hitta optimal 

placering kan en förbättrad tillförlitlighet åstadkommas. 

För att säkerställa ett tillförlitligt elnät bland Sveriges cirka 170 elnätsägare kontrolleras den 

av Energimarknadsinspektionen (EI). EI använder ett justeringsverktyg baserat på kvalitén i 

nätet för att upprätthålla en god elkvalitet och för att främja till förbättringar. Det är en del av 

en intäktsram som reglerar de totala intäkterna för varje elnätsägare. 

Detta examensarbete har genomfört en studie hos Mälarenergi Elnät, för att utveckla en 

metod att hitta optimal placering av sektioneringspunkter inom ett lokalnät. Målet har varit 

att skapa en algoritm i MATLAB som kan räkna ut och minimera effekten på kundavbrottstid 

och dess kostnader genom att omlokalisera sektioneringspunkter. En analytisk teknik 

baserad på en metod kallad Failure Modes and Effect Analysis (FMEA) har använts i de 

förberedande stegen för att strukturera systemet och för att simulera effekterna av avbrott i 

olika komponenter. För att kunna beräkna systemets påverkan av avbrotten har två olika 

tillförlitlighetsindex använts; System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI) som 

representerar tillförlitligheten ur ett kundinriktat perspektiv samt Expected Cost (ECOST) 

som representerar tillförlitligheten ur ett samhällsekonomiskt perspektiv. För att optimera 

placeringen av sektioneringspunkterna, har en rutin baserad på en så kallad girig algoritm 

skapats. Den anses vara en lämplig metod för att hantera ett stort antal uträkningar och 

lyckades reducera antalet beräkningar från cirka 36 miljoner till 500 vilket minskat 

simuleringstiden betydligt. 

Resultatet från de två optimeringarna i denna studie har visat en betydlig förbättring av 

SAIDI på 28% samt ECOST på 41%  vid en optimal placering av sektioneringspunkter. Det 

har också visat sig att slingnät som innehåller mestadels industri-, handels- och 

tjänstesektorföretag kan avsevärt förbättra ECOST vid en omplacering av 

sektioneringspunkter. Resultatet av de två kopplingsstrukturerna visar två helt olika 

optimerade system. Även om resultatet har gett två optimerade system ses en tydlig obalans i 

matningarnas energiförbrukning vilket kan leda till märkströmmen i kablarna överskrids. 

Slutsatserna från detta arbete är att utifrån den betydande förbättringen av tillförlitligheten 

som framkommit kan ett elnät synnerligen dra nytta av att optimera placeringen av 

sektioneringspunkter. Den algoritm som skapats i detta projekt kan vara ett användbart 

verktyg för en sådan process. Att tillämpa den i full skala får anses vara möjligt, men skulle 

först kräva vissa förbättringsåtgärder som till exempel att utveckla indata inom 

tillförlitlighetsanalysen samt lösa frågor relaterade till märkström i kablar. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND NOTATIONS 

ABBREVIATION/ 
NOTATION UNIT DESCRIPTION 

A h Availability 

ce SEK/kWh Energy cost damage function 

CostE SEK Energy cost 

CostP SEK Power cost 

cp SEK/kW Power cost damage function 

cust cust Customers 

DSO - Electric distribution system operators 
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E kWh, GWh Energy (Kilo Watt hours, Giga Watt hours) 

EI - Swedish Energy Market Inspectorate 

F nr Number of failures 

FMEA - Failure Modes and Effects Analysis 

h h Hours 

i - Node 

j - Component 

L m, km Length (meter, kilometer) 

Ld W Power Load (Watt) 

LV - Low voltage 

MEE - Mälarenergi Elnät 

min min Minutes 

MTTF h Mean time to failure 

MTTR h Mean time to restore 

MV - Medium voltage 

N nr Number of customers 

nr nr Number (amount) 
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r h Restore time 
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s - User sector 

SAIDI h/(cust*yr), 
min/(cust*yr) 

System average interruption duration index 

SctP - Section point combination 

SEK SEK Swedish currency 

SNI - Svensk Näringsgrensindelning (user sector code) 

SwT h Switching time 

T h Interruption time 

U h Unavailability 

x - State of a component 

yr yr Year 

𝝀 (failures/yr),  
(failures/km*yr) 

Failure rate 

𝝓 - State of a structure 

 

 

 

TERMINOLOGY 

TERM 
SWEDISH 
TRANSLATION 

DESCRIPTION 

CIRCUIT-BREAKER  
 

Effektbrytare 
Component that can interrupt rated- and short-
circuit currents  

FAILURE 
 

Fel, haveri 
Failed component that is unable of performing a 
function 

FEEDER Matning, ledning 
Set of lines operated from the same switch in the 
primary substation  

LOAD POINT 
 

Uttagspunkt Point were customers are connected 

LOOP STRUCTURE Slingnät, slinga 
Feeders that are constructed in loops which can be 
operated from two directions  

OUTAGE 
 

Avbrott Interruption of electric supply 

OH-LINE Luftledning Power line mounted on poles 

PRIMARY DISTRIBUTION 
SYSTEM 

Mellanspänningsnät Electric grid at medium voltage level 

PRIMARY SUBSTATION Mottagningsstation 
Substation between subtransmission and primary 
distribution 

RADIAL STRUCTURE Radialnät, radial Feeder that is operated from only one direction 

REDUNDANCY Redundans 
More than one independent possibility of 
performing a required function 



 

 

RELIABILITY 
 

Tillförlitlighet 
The ability of performing a required function under 
stated conditions for a stated period of time 

RESECTIONING Omsektionering New state were section points have been moved 

SECONDARY 
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM  

Lågspänningsnät Electric grid at low voltage level 

SECONDARY SUBSTATION  Nätstation 
Substation between primary distribution and 
secondary distribution 

SECTION POINT Sektioneringspunkt Point were two feeders are split by a switch 

SWITCH Elkopplare 
Protective components that can interrupt the 
current 

SWITCH-DISCONNECTOR 
 

Lastfrånskiljare Component that can interrupt rated current 

SECTIONING Sektionering 
Radially operated system were section points have 
been placed  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Modern society has evolved a life-critical dependence on a consistent electric power flow. 

Effects of power outages may be both costly and fatal resulting in interrupted heat supply, 

industries losing productivity and disruptions in transportation sector, to mention a few. In 

worst case, health services may be affected due to failing machines or loss of light (Chaamala, 

Landeg, & Murray, 2014).  

Since the electrical energy must be consumed instantly after being generated, a reliable 

power system is critical to prevent events leading to outages. However, having a totally 

reliable system is impossible as the costs would be too high. Therefore, a certain level of 

interruptions must always be accepted (Alvehag, 2011).  

An essential part of the power system is the distribution system. It is the final link between 

the bulk power and the individual customers. The system is used to distribute power in a 

complex technical grid but it is associated with the majority of all outages occurring (R. 

Billinton & Billinton, 1989). Improving the distribution system is therefore an efficient way to 

reduce the effects of outages. 

 

1.1 Background 

In Sweden there are approximately 170 electric distribution system operators (DSOs). One of 

them is Mälarenergi Elnät (MEE) which provides electricity for approximately 100 000 

customers within the county of Västmanland. It is operating both a primary and a secondary 

distribution system owned by the local municipalities in the region (Malarenergi.se, 2015b).  

All the DSOs are supervised by the Swedish Energy Market Inspectorate (EI) in order to 

ensure safe and reliable systems in accordance with the Electricity Act 3rd Chapter 9th section 

(SFS 1997:857). EI have established a quality adjustment tool based on the performance of 

the grid to uphold a good power quality and to promote improvements. It is a part of a 

revenue framework that regulates the total income for each DSO (Sjöberg & Gustavsson, 

2010). 

Multiple feeding for a point of consumption is a common method of increasing reliability in a 

distribution system. For large city centers it could mean to connect one load point to several 

others, or to have several parallel cables between two points which would imply a significant 

increase in initial investment cost. In areas with a lower population density such as suburban 

and rural areas, more economic approaches are usually chosen. One common method is to 

form loop structures by connecting several distant radial feeders. (Casazza & Delea, 2010).  
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1.1.1 Section points 

Within a loop structure there must be an open switch at a certain point, i.e. section point, 

that separates two feeders. Relocating a section point can be done by opening one switch and 

closing another one. This would enable resectioning of the system by connecting load points 

to a different feeder. The locations of the section points will decide the impact of failures as it 

may determine whether a load point will be affected by a failure or not.  By moving the 

location it may enable to reduce the number of affected customers and the costs related to 

outages. Optimizing the location of section points opens up to the possibility of improving the 

reliability (He & Eriksson, 2015). 

Research in optimization of section point locations has previously been made within 

distribution systems. Some have focused on planning of new or reconstructed systems. Both 

(Ghoreishi, Afrakhte, & Jabbari, 2013) and Y. Y. Hsu & Jwo-Hwu (1996) have an approach 

where the investments costs contra availability is optimized as switches and lines are invested 

in for future reconstructions. Many studies have focused on the investment costs of new 

smarter and more communicative components. Teng, Huang, & Luan, (2014), (Celli & Pilo, 

1999) and Abiri-Jahromi, Fotuhi-Firuzabad, Parvania, & Mosleh (2012) all introduce 

switches that automatically may isolate faulted sections which are inserted at a minimum 

investment cost at a maximum availability.  

Although the locations of section points have been studied before there are few practical 

implementations that include component’s properties in a real system of an existing 

structure.  Bezerra, Barroso, Leão, & Furtado (2014), for instance, optimized the locations of 

switches in a test system of the existing structure but excluded the failure rates of 

components. This thesis will contribute with a method for optimization of section points 

locations based on the existing structure. It will consider both functions and failure rates of 

components and will exclude any investments for new equipment by only using the already 

available ones. An analytical method called Failure Modes and Effect Analysis (FMEA) will be 

combined with an optimization routine to enable a useful and cost-effective tool that may be 

used by any DSO to optimize and improve the system’s reliability.  

1.2 Thesis Purpose 

The requirements of having a safe and reliable system are of great concern for a DSO today. 

The potential costs related to interruptions may be considerable as it may affect the 

companies’ revenue frameworks. This makes it essential both to maintain and to improve the 

systems constantly. The purpose of this thesis is to develop a method to improve the 

reliability in a distribution system by changing the location of section points in loop 

structures. The results will be tested in a specific area of MEE’s grid in order to determine the 

reliability improvement obtained by the optimization.  
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1.3 Thesis Objective 

The main objective of this study thesis is to develop an algorithm in MATLAB that may 

quantify the impacts of changing the location of section points and to provide with a tool that 

can be used to minimize customer outage time and associated costs. The main tasks are 

described as follows: 

1. Describe and understand the main components in a power distribution system.  

2. Understand system reliability and identify affecting factors. 

3. Develop a computational model in MATLAB where the optimal locations of 

section points can be obtained. 

4. Evaluate the feasibility for section point relocation in the existing system. 

1.4 Scope 

A case study will be conducted in an area located in and around the town of Kungsör in 

MEE’s primary distribution system. The interconnections both between and within the 

distribution systems makes it necessary putting reasonable boundaries to able to study it. 

The area contains several primary substations which are interconnected through hundreds of 

secondary substations. The study will include only one of those primary substations which 

will exclude possible feeding from other primary substations. In some cases there are also 

interconnections within the secondary distribution system which in rare cases would make it 

possible feeding some secondary substations from below. The study will not include any 

possible feeding from the secondary distribution system.  

Much of the input used in the case study is based on historical data between 2009-2014. The 

system structure may have been changed during this time, as an improvement strategy in 

reliability. Although this type of change may impact on the data it is considered negligible 

and the system structure is therefore considered consistent. The possibility in improving the 

system by future investments will not be included, only the existing system structure and its 

available components will be used.    
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2 METHOD 

The method used to achieve the objectives in this thesis primarily include literature review, 

empirical research, analysis and compilation. 

2.1 Literature Review 

A comprehensive literature review was carried out from scientific papers, books and reports 

within the subject. General information around electric power distribution system was 

studied and several methods within reliability and optimization were examined for the 

empirical research. The scientific material has been found either by searching essential 

keywords within the subject, mostly on IEEE Xplorer’s digital library (Ieee.org, 2015), or by 

searching specific title references in the university library-database (Mdh.se, 2015). The 

theory from the literature reviews are presented in Chapter 3 (Electric power system), 

Chapter 4 (Power system reliability) and Chapter 5 (Optimization algorithms in distribution 

systems). 

2.2 Empirical Research 

The empirical research in this thesis includes gaining information from interviews, gathering 

data from technical and historical records and the creation and implementation of a 

computational model. The interviews were primarily carried out with employees at MEE with 

large experience and the technical expertise within the field of study. The historical and 

technical data have been collected from various databases, mainly from the DARWin-system 

(database governed by Svensk Energi), EI-reports (annual statistic for the Swedish Energy 

Market Inspectorate (EI)) and Xpower (software tool for project-management in distribution 

system).  

By considering the literature reviews, interviews and the available data a modelling strategy 

has been formed. A model of the distribution system has been coded in MATLAB which 

simulate and predict the consequences of failures based on the analytical method FMEA. The 

model combines the FMEA-method with an iteration procedure, based on a Greedy 

algorithm, in order to find an optimum design based on local minimum solutions.  

Various calculations have been carried out in MATLAB to enable the quantification of 

reliability. Some pre-calculations has been made in Microsoft Excel for the reliability related 

data before using as input in the model, in order to match with the requirements for the 

chosen methods from the qualitative analysis. All the empirical research used in the 

modelling process is found in Chapter 7 (Case study Kungsör). 
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2.3 Analysis and Compilation 

A qualitative analysis has considered both the literature reviews and the interviews in order 

to decide which method for the reliability quantification and which algorithm for the 

optimization procedure. The reliability process itself also includes a qualitative analysis in 

order to decide the impact of failures based on certain events.   

A quantitative analysis has been carried out based on the methods in the model. Considerable 

amount of events were processed that in the end generated numerous results. Several 

matrices have been created to enable a structured analysis. The optimization procedure 

enabled to generate various results that were compared. 

Knowledge from the literature review and the empirical research has been compared with 

results of the case study based on the qualitative and the quantitative analysis. Compilation 

of the results containing conclusions and ideas for the future work will be finishing this 

thesis.  

The analysis is found in the model creation process in Chapter 6 (Case study Kungsör) and in 

Chapter 8 (Discussion). The result is found in Chapter 7 (Simulation result) and the 

compilation in Chapter 9 (Closure). 
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3 ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEM 

An electric power system is an interconnected network based on the technology of 

transferring electrical energy from generation to utilization. A conventional power system 

can be divided in four major areas; generation, transmission, distribution and loads. The first 

area is the generation where different primary energy sources are converted into electricity, 

then, a transmission provides the bulk energy transfer from the generators to substations 

closer to large consumption centers. Finally a distribution system connects every 

consumption load at the required voltage levels where electricity is utilized (Casazza & Delea, 

2010) 

Bulk electricity transmission is carried out at high voltage level in order to decrease the 

current and minimize losses. The different voltage levels used, varies between different 

countries depending on the location of generation units, surrounding geography and when  

the network was built (Casazza & Delea, 2010). A general overview of the electric power 

system in Sweden is presented in Figure 1. 

 

NATIONAL GRID
(main transmission)

220-400 kV Transmission 
substation

Primary 
substation

REGIONAL GRID 
(subtransmission) 

40-130 kV

LOCAL GRID (MV)
(primary distribution)
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TRANSMISSION 
SYSTEM

DISTRIBUTION 
SYSTEM

LOCAL GRID (LV)
(secondary distribution)

0.4 kV

Cable

Secondary
substations

Generation
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Figure 1   Overview of the Swedish electric power system 
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3.1 The Swedish power system 

The electric power system in Sweden is divided into the following categories at different 

voltage levels:  

 National grid  220-400 kV 

 Regional grid  40-130 kV 

 Local grid  0.4-20 kV 

 

The national grid is used to transfer electricity using the main transmission lines at voltage 

levels between 130-400 kV, from the generation units to the subtransmission lines (regional 

grid). It is controlled by Svenska Kraftnät, a state-owned public utility, with the main 

responsibility of maintaining and keeping a strict balance between the production and 

imports and consumption and exports of electricity in Sweden at all times (Svk.se, 2015). 

The regional grid, operates between 40-130 kV and it is used to transfer electricity using 

subtransmission lines from the main transmission lines to the primary distribution system 

and to large consumers. The regional grid is operated by a small group of companies through 

concessions, meaning that the authorities approve the maintenance and administration of 

certain grid areas (Energimyndigheten.se, 2014). 

The local grid operates between 0.4-20 kV and it is used to transfer electricity to the end-

consumer using distribution feeders. It is divided into a medium-voltage system (MV) called 

primary distribution system and a low-voltage system (LV) called secondary distribution 

system (Casazza & Delea, 2010). The local grid is also operated through concession where 

around 170 distribution system operators (DSO) have the responsibility of running, 

maintaining and administrating the electric system in their specific region (Svenskenergi.se, 

2015).  

3.2 Distribution system  

The distribution system is located relatively close to, or inside urban areas and plays the most 

important role in the power quality delivered to end-consumers. The system is divided into 

primary- and secondary distribution. The primary side operates at a medium voltage level 

between 10-20 kV and the secondary at a low voltage level below 1 kV (Casazza & Delea, 

2010). 

3.2.1 Feeders 

The lines carrying current from the primary- to the secondary substations are called feeders 

and are generally controlled by switches. Both overhead lines (OH) and underground cables 

are used for distribution feeders. In rural areas, the feeders commonly use pole-mounted 

OH-lines. The conductors used are usually of steel reinforced aluminum, which has a low 

weight and cost. In urban areas, underground-cables are generally used, since the distances 

are short and underground cabling provides with a safer environment. The conductors are 
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usually made of aluminum (for larger cross-sectional areas) or copper covered by several 

layers of insulting material, which makes them more reliable. This cabling installation, 

however, is harder to repair and more expensive to construct per unit of capacity than an 

OH-line (Casazza & Delea, 2010). 

3.2.2 Substations 

A substation is an essential connection point between different grids in the power system. 

There are several types of substations, depending on its location in the system. A 

transmission substation connects the main transmission system to the subtransmission, the 

primary substation connects the subtransmission system to the primary distribution and the 

secondary substation connects the primary distribution system to the secondary distribution 

as shown in Figure 1 (Casazza & Delea, 2010). See an example of a secondary substation in 

Figure 2. 

The purpose of a distribution substation is to supply power to its feeders and to provide with 

the physical facilities for the necessary conversion equipment such as transformers, busbars 

and switches. A transformer is used to change the voltage levels to match the one used in 

different parts of the power system. It allows facilities at two different voltages levels to be 

interconnected and to reduce losses in the feeders. In all substations, the busbar acts as a 

common connection point for several components. Their purpose is to conduct a high current 

levels and thus, must be built to withstand large mechanical forces caused by short-circuits. 

Other elements commonly found in a substation are compensation devices such as 

capacitors, and equipment for protection, supervision and control. The system can be 

monitored and operated using switches to interrupt the energy supply to lines under faulty 

operation, or during line maintenance and repair as well as during the installing of new 

equipment (Casazza & Delea, 2010). 

 

 

Figure 2  Example of a secondary substation 
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3.2.3 Switches 

Switches are essential to safely operate a power system. This is accomplished by detecting, 

isolating and disconnecting sections that operate under faulty conditions or under 

maintenance. They are designed to, when in open position, protect equipment and prevent 

injuries by interrupting the current flow to a feeder or other components. There are different 

types of switches used in distribution systems, all of them, with different purposes 

(Blomqvist, 2003). 

One type of switch is the circuit-breaker that is designed to interrupt the current flow during 

operational mode (both rated- and short-circuit currents). It is constructed to handle the 

resulting arc light when operating at its rated capacity. A circuit-breaker interrupts the 

current flow so that lines or transformers can be completely removed from operations to 

minimize the damage of short-circuit currents or for maintenance reasons. It can be 

controlled either manually or automatically by connecting it to a relay that detects unsafe 

operations (Blomqvist, 2003). 

A disconnector is a switch that can be set to interrupt the current flow during none-

operational mode (disconnected system). It is used during maintenance activities or to make 

changes in the system structure by providing the electricians with a reliable visual 

disconnection point indication. A combination of a disconnector and a circuit-breaker is the 

switch-disconnector. It can be used during normal operational mode (rated current) to 

interrupt the current and is frequently used in the primary distribution system (Blomqvist, 

2003). 

Fuses are a type of switch that are equipped with a metal wire melting in case of high currents 

which requires electricians to physically replace it after breaking. It can be used during 

operational mode to interrupt the current during fault conditions. Usage within primary 

distribution is limited but can be installed in radial sections (Casazza & Delea, 2010) or to 

protect transformers (Blomqvist, 2003). 

3.2.4 System control 

To keep a system under control is essential in power distribution in order to maintain a safe 

and reliable system.  A distribution system is operated and controlled from a control-room 

using a Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system. It measures critical 

variables from several different remote controllers and presents this information using 

standard formats so that a system-operator can use it for controlling the operations in 

substations and along feeders. Using a graphical user interface (GUI) the system can perform 

several functions such as remote controlling, alarm processing, emergency control switching, 

store historical variables data and perform load demand planning (Chowdhury, Chowdhury, 

& Crossley, 2009).  

The SCADA-system allows for both manual and automatic operation of the system. A 

manually controlled system can be either operated by a system-operator from the control-

room or directly by an on-site technician. An automatic system changes the operation 

conditions of different equipment automatically, based on information from measured 
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variables across the system, in order to maintain the system running at its optimal operation 

point. One example is offered by Smart Ring (Hjort & Karlsson, 2013) that enables 

communication between adjacent circuit-breakers and fault detectors by first finding faults 

and isolating them, and then reporting the events back to the control-room. The advantage 

with an automatic system is its decision-making speed that enables reducing the outage time 

(Casazza & Delea, 2010). 

3.3 Distribution system design 

A distribution system can be designed in several ways when connecting lines between 

substations. In Sweden, the topology on the primary distribution side is usually based on a 

radial- or loop system structure. There is also the double-cable system that is sometimes used 

for critical loads such as hospitals and larger city consumption centers. Which one is used 

where becomes a critical question when constructing or redesigning a system. This choice is 

heavily affected by the reliability demand required in each area and the associated costs of 

implementing a redundant system (Engblom & Ueda, 2008). 

3.3.1 Radial structure 

The simplest and most inexpensive type of distribution topology is the radial structure. It is 

frequently used in areas with lower load density such as rural areas and the feeders consist 

only of one line with secondary substations connected in series (see Figure 3). Since no 

backup feeders are available, this topology is highly sensitive to any failure in any point along 

a radial line. To reduce the impact of interruptions, fuses can be installed to automatically 

disconnect sections of the feeder in case of failures (Casazza & Delea, 2010). 

 

Figure 3  Radial structure 
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3.3.2 Loop structure 

A loop structure is a common cost-effective way of improving the reliability in areas with 

higher load density such as urban and suburban areas.  This topology consists of two radial 

feeders that are joined through a section point, thus forming a loop (see Figure 4). This 

particular configuration enables redundancy since both feeders can be supplied from either 

the same substation in two different points or from two different substations (Casazza & 

Delea, 2003). 

The location of section points will determine how the structure of the system is connected. By 

closing a section point and open other switches it may be used to isolate a section around a 

failure (see illustration in Figure 11). Moving the location of section points will decide the 

feeder structure and thus enable to affect the number of affected customers of an outage (see 

illustration in Figure 10 and Figure 11). One way of improving the quality of the power supply 

is by optimizing the section point’s location (He & Eriksson, 2015). 

 

Figure 4  Loop structure 
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The electricity market in Sweden was deregulated in 1996 which made it possible to purchase 
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from charging excessive network operation fees, the Swedish Energy Market Inspectorate 

(EI) was established as a controlling and regulating authority (EI.se, 2015a). 

3.4.1 Performance-based regulation 

According to the Electricity Act 3rd Chapter 9th section (SFS 1997:857) a grid operator must 

always provide with good power quality in their electricity network.  This includes, avoiding 

power failures, voltage fluctuations and to have technical and structural tools for reducing 

any potential problems. Since there is not any competition in the grid market, it is regulated 

by EI to ensure reasonable prices and good quality (EI.se, 2015b). 

In order to provide incentives for maintaining a good power quality in the network, EI has 

developed a quality adjustment tool based on the performance of the grid. It is a part of a 

revenue framework that regulates the total income for each DSO. If the quality would be 

better than a historical norm of each DSO, the total revenue framework will increase and if 

the opposite, it will be reduced (Sjöberg & Gustavsson, 2010). 

Since 2010, each DSO must annually send a detailed report to EI (i.e. EI-report) providing 

information of every outage in all consumption points (EIFS 2013:2). This information is 

used to calculate the quality in the network based on the duration, frequency and energy of 

the outages. In the local grid, customer-weighted indices, such as System Average 

Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI) and the System Average Interruption Frequency Index 

(SAIFI) are used. In the regional grid, capacity-weighted indices such as the Energy Not 

Supplied (ENS) is used (Sjöberg & Gustavsson, 2010). 

EI has recently developed an improvement of the regulation for god quality that will use an 

elaborate quality method in a future adjustment tool for revenue framework taking place 

from year 2016 (EIFS 2015:5).  It will better represent the impact of outages from a socio-

economic perspective as it will be based on customer damage functions for different user 

sectors (𝒔) in Sweden making it more accurate (Ström, 2015). The decided parameters of the 

available customer damage functions (𝑐𝑒 and 𝑐𝑝), divided in accordance with a categorization 

standard called Svensk Näringsgrensindelning (SNI), are found in Table 1. 

 

Table 1   Customer damage functions and corresponding SNI-codes (Ström, 2015) 

USER SECTOR  (𝒔) 

 

ENERGY COST (𝒄𝒆) 
[SEK/kWh] 

POWER COST (𝒄𝒑) 
 [SEK/kW] 

SNI RANGE 1 SNI RANGE 2 

INDUSTRY 71 23 05100 - 43999    

TRADE AND 
SERVICES 

148 62 45110 - 82990 94111 - 96090 

AGRICULTURAL 44 8 01110 - 03220    

PUBLIC SECTOR 39 5 84111 - 93290    

HOUSEHOLD 2 1 97000 - 98200 111111 
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4 POWER SYSTEM RELIABILITY 

Reliability refers to an item’s ability of performing a required function for a set of given 

conditions, for a certain period of time. It is related to the term quality but while quality 

denotes an item’s conformity to its specification, reliability can be seen as an extension of this 

into the time domain (Høyland & Rausand, 2004). 

4.1 System structure 

When studying parts of a system structure, it is useful to assume that the components are 

acting in one of two states. The state of a component 𝑗 can then be defined using binary 

variable 𝑥 according to Equation 4.1 (Høyland & Rausand, 2004). 

 
𝑥𝑗 = { 

1 if a component is working 
0 if a component is not working

 

 

Equation 4.1 

Structuring a whole system includes describing a set of components connected in series or in 

parallel between a start node and an end node. A structure function, 𝜙(𝑥), can then be 

defined to provide the current state of the entire system dependent on the states of its 

components given as vector 𝑥 according to Equation 4.2 and Equation 4.3 (Høyland & 

Rausand, 2004). 

 𝜙(𝑥) = 𝜙(𝑥1, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥𝑛) Equation 4.2 

where 

 
𝜙(𝑥) = { 

1 if a system is working 
0 if a system is not working

 Equation 4.3 

 

4.1.1 Network modeling 

A system with 𝑛 components connected in series (see illustration in Figure 5) is dependent on 

all its components working properly (Høyland & Rausand, 2004). 

 

 

Figure 5  Serial system with n components 
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To describe the functions of such system, a network model can be created by using so called 

cuts that consist of components functioning together at the same time. A cut is referred to as 

minimal if it cannot be reduced further without remaining a cut. Determining a structure 

function of a power system can be made by applying the idea of minimal cuts. A pure radial 

system with only components connected in series can then be rewritten into a structure 

function consisting of a series of minimal cuts where each component impacts on the 

functionality according to Equation 4.4 (Høyland & Rausand, 2004). 

 
𝜙(𝑥)𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝑥1 ∗ 𝑥2 ∗ … ∗ 𝑥𝑛 = ∏ 𝑥𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 Equation 4.4 

 

A system that is connected in parallel (see illustration in Figure 6) will work properly as long 

as there is at least one of its components working. Using the structure function, a parallel 

system can be described according to Equation 4.5 (Høyland & Rausand, 2004). 

 
𝜙(𝑥)𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑙 = 1 − (1 − 𝑥1)(1 − 𝑥2) … (1 − 𝑥𝑛) = 1 − ∏(1 − 𝑥𝑖)

𝑛

𝑖=1

 Equation 4.5 

 

 

Figure 6  Parallel system with 2 components 

4.2 Component reliability 

A power system depends on the functionality of its components. For a repairable system, the 

time until a component is affected by a failure can be described using the Mean Time To 

Failure (𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹). A corresponding variable that describes for how long a component is faulted 

is called Mean Time To Restore (𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑅) (see illustration in Figure 7) (Høyland & Rausand, 

2004). 

 

Figure 7  Time variables MTTF and MTTR 
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A component can either be functioning, giving an availability 𝐴, or not be functioning, giving 

an unavailability𝑈. The availability 𝐴 can be calculated using the average values according to 

Equation 4.6 (Høyland & Rausand, 2004). 

 
𝐴 =

𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹

𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹 + 𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑅
 Equation 4.6 

 

A component is usually functioning normally much more than it is faulted and therefore its 

availability is nearly 100%.  However, the unavailability 𝑈 is sometimes more practical to use. 

It can be calculated according to Equation 4.7 (Wallnerström & Hilber, 2014). 

 
𝑈 =

𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑅

𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹 + 𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑅
 Equation 4.7 

 

The occurrence of failures of a component will vary during its lifetime and is often being 

visualized using a “bathtub curve” (see illustration in Figure 8) that can be described using 

distribution functions.  The variation of failure rate over its lifetime can be classified on three 

phases. Initially, there is a “burn-in period” with high but decreasing failure rate due to 

teething issues of the system, then, a “useful life period” with random failures and a 

practically constant failure rate and finally, a “wear-out period” with increasing failures due 

to aging components (Høyland & Rausand, 2004). 

 

 

Figure 8  Bathtub curve describing the failure rate of a component 

 

 

A special case of a failure rate function refers to the time within the “useful life period”. It will 

then give a constant failure rate independent of time (𝑡 = 𝑡𝑜) represented by 𝜆 according to 

Equation 4.8 (Rausand & Høyland, 2004). 

 
𝑧(𝑡𝑜) = 𝜆 Equation 4.8 
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In this case, the failure rate 𝜆 is time-independent and equal to the inverse of the Mean Time 

To Failure (𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹) according to Equation 4.9 (Høyland & Rausand, 2004). 

 

 
𝜆 =

1

𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹
 Equation 4.9 

 

By combining Equation 4.7 and Equation 4.9, the unavailability 𝑈 in a component can be 

rewritten according to Equation 4.10 where 𝑟 represents the restoring time (𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑅) 

(Wallnerström & Hilber, 2014)  

 

 𝑈 =
𝑟

1
𝜆

+ 𝑟
 

Equation 4.10 

 

 

Since the restoring time is much smaller than the time a component is actually 

working (𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑅 ≪ 𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹) the unavailability in a component can be approximated according 

to Equation 4.11 (Wallnerström & Hilber, 2014). 

 

 𝑈 ≈  𝜆 ∗ 𝑟 Equation 4.11 

4.3 System reliability analysis 

Analyzing the reliability of a system is a useful way for improving the quality by minimizing 

future incidents. Reliability analysis in a distribution system requires a systematic approach 

where several different methods can be applied. This section will go through some of the 

existing methods. 

4.3.1 FMEA 

In order to determine the system’s reliability, it is important to have a strategic methodology 

for defining the impact of different events. One qualitative analysis principle, called Failure 

Modes Effects and Analysis (FMEA), is a bottom-up technique that is effective to identify 

component failures within a system (Høyland & Rausand, 2004). 

The main phases in a simplified FMEA process applied to a distribution system are presented 

in Figure 9. First step (1) is to identify the system by looking at the system structure with its 

separated feeders and identifying the system’s components and its corresponding functions. 

Next step (2) is identifying each event by listing and assigning every event with a component 
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malfunction. Third step (3) is determining the impact of every event by assigning each failure 

to a consequence in load points.  

 

1. System identification
Feeder structure

Component structure

2. Event identification
List component 

malfunctions

3. Impact determination
Assign event 

with conseqence

 

Figure 9  Main stages in a simplified FMEA process applied to a distribution system  

 

The FMEA process uses a structured way of analyzing the consequences of failures in 

individual components and is often used as a preparatory step in distribution system 

reliability. Several studies combines FMEA together with a Monte Carlo Simulation 

technique (MCS) (Alvehag, 2011; Solver, 2005; Tao, Hadjsaid, Xiao, & Kieny, 2012) where it 

assumes that a component’s stochastic behavior can be described using a series of 

experiments (samples) based on a concept of randomly generated numbers. The method is 

especially suitable when handling larger systems (Setréus, 2006) but, however, it will require 

powerful computers as the simulation result is highly improved by the number of samples 

(Alvehag, 2011).   

4.3.2 Analytical technique 

Another common approach in system reliability analysis, that uses the FMEA as a 

preparatory step, is the analytical technique. It is primarily used in radially operated systems 

which is most common in distribution systems (Wenyuan, 2014). This is a well-established 

method that has been applied for years for power systems and is therefore found in several 

studies, for example Waseem, Pipattanasomporn, & Rahman (2009) and Wenyuan (2014). A 

study conducted by Roy Billinton & Wang (1998) compared the analytical technique with 

MCS and concluded that “the analytical technique is fast and provides comparable results to 

the Monte Carlo simulation approach” (p. 1245).  

Markov chain analysis is a useful technique for reliability analysis. The method is suitable for 

smaller systems but tend to give cumbersome calculations for larger systems with many 

components (Wallnerström & Hilber, 2014). The mathematical theory behind Markov chains 

is considered outside the scope of this thesis but the method is used to deduce useful 

analytical reliability related variables in network modeling.  

For a system with 𝑛 serial connected components, the constant failure rate 𝜆 (see Equation 

4.8) in node 𝑖 can be approximated according to Equation 4.12 by using Markov chains and 

the theory of minimal cuts (see Section 4.1.1) (Wallnerström & Hilber, 2014). 

 
𝜆𝑖

𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 = ∑ 𝜆𝑖𝑗

𝑛

𝑗=1

 Equation 4.12 
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Similarly, for a system with 𝑛 serial connected components, the unavailability 𝑈 in node 𝑖 can 

be approximated according to Equation 4.13 (comparable to Equation 4.11) by using the 

failure rate 𝜆 and restoring time 𝑟 (Wallnerström & Hilber, 2014). 

 
𝑈𝑖

𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 = ∑ 𝜆𝑖𝑗 ∗ 𝑟𝑖𝑗

𝑛

𝑗=1

 Equation 4.13 

 

The analytical technique involves studying the impact that failures have on a system and 

other components. The time required to restore the system after a component-failure will be 

determined by its location in the system. The restoring time 𝑟 includes two types of failure-

durations; switching time 𝑆𝑤𝑇 and repair time 𝑅𝑇. The switching time is decided by the 

duration between a failure has occurred until the location has been isolated and the required 

rerouting of the feeders has been carried out (Solver, 2005). The time starts when the circuit 

breaker in the primary substation automatically trips due to a failure. A failure on any 

component along a feeder will therefore affect every secondary substation equally by 

switching times (see illustration in case 1 and case 2 in Figure 10).   

 

Figure 10  Secondary substations affected by switching time (colored red)   

 

The repair time 𝑅𝑇 starts directly after the switching time and is the time it takes to make a 

faulted component completely operational (Solver, 2005). Thanks to the redundancy in a 

loop system many of the stations may be unaffected by the repair time. If the failure-

component is located within a loop structure there is a possibility of rerouting the feeders by 

opening the switches around the failure to isolate it. A failure occurring on a component in a 

station within a loop structure will only affect this station (see Case 1 in Figure 11). For line-

components within a loop structure no stations will be affected as the failure may be isolated 

but still feeding the surrounding stations (see Case 2 in Figure 11). For a component located 

on a radial section several stations will be affected by the repair time as they do not have any 
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alternative route for feeding. Both the failing station and the following stations will then be 

affected by the repair time (see case 3 in Figure 11). 

 

 

Figure 11  Secondary substations affected by repair time (colored red) 

 

4.4 Reliability data 

The quality when studying the reliability in a system strongly depends on having satisfactory 

data. This section will go through some of the well-established inputs and outputs available 

in reliability analysis.  

4.4.1 DARWin and EI reports 

In reliability analysis, events from historical data are used to determine estimated inputs. As 

the number of failures within power systems is relatively low, it will require a large amount of 

data to obtain sufficient inputs. For instance, it can be provided by using larger systems with 

data available for several years. In Sweden, this information can primarily be found in two 

ways; from DARWin or from the annual EI-report (Ekstedt et al., 2014).  

DARWin is a database governed by Svensk Energi. It contains outage-data from the Swedish 

DSOs and some additional technical data, such as quantification of line-lengths and stations. 

The outages cover both planned and unplanned events longer than 3 minutes for 83% of 

Sweden’s 5.3 million electricity customers (Tapper, 2014). Each event contains information 

of the interruption time, number of affected customers, failing components, cause of failures 

and voltage levels (Ekstedt et al., 2014). 

The EI-report is a detailed set of data sent by every DSO annually to EI containing outages 

for every consumption point in their grid. It covers data of both planned and unplanned 

outages divided into several time levels and if the failure is local or in a higher grid level. The 
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report also contains an SNI-code for every customer linking them to various groups 

(previously mentioned in Section 3.4.1) (Sjöberg & Gustavsson, 2010). 

4.4.2 Indices 

To quantify the reliability of a power system a number of performance indices have been 

developed. They can be used to compare the performance variation of a system in time by 

using historical outage data or to estimate investments by forecasting the future reliability. 

These indices are generally either customer-weighted or capacity-weighted (Wallnerström & 

Hilber, 2014). 

Some reliability indices are listed in Equation 4.14 - Equation 4.17 (Wallnerström & Hilber, 

2014) where 𝑈𝑖  is the unavailability (see Equation 4.13), 𝑁𝑖 is number of connected 

customers, 𝜆𝑖 is the failure rate (see Equation 4.12), 𝐿𝑑𝑖 is the average load and 𝑖 represents 

the current node. 

System Average Interruption Duration Index  

 
𝑆𝐴𝐼𝐷𝐼 =

∑ 𝑈𝑖𝑁𝑖𝑖

∑ 𝑁𝑖𝑖
 Equation 4.14 

 

System Average Interruption Frequency Index 

 
𝑆𝐴𝐼𝐹𝐼 =

∑ 𝜆𝑖𝑁𝑖𝑖

∑ 𝑁𝑖𝑖
 Equation 4.15 

 

Customer Average Interruption Duration Index 

 
𝐶𝐴𝐼𝐷𝐼 =

𝑆𝐴𝐼𝐷𝐼

𝑆𝐴𝐼𝐹𝐼
 Equation 4.16 

 

Energy Not Supplied index 

 𝐸𝑁𝑆 = ∑(𝑈𝑖 ∗ 𝐿𝑑𝑖 ) 

𝑖

 Equation 4.17 
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5 OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS IN DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 

Finding an optimum solution in a system consist of seeking optimal values of the variables 

involved. A definitive solution can be to take every possible case into consideration by using 

an Exhaustive Search Algorithm (ESA). Many systems, however, have too many possible 

cases to compute, which makes it necessary to use a method that only takes a few 

strategically selected cases into consideration (Kokash, 2005). This chapter will go through 

some of the available algorithms within optimization that has been applied into distribution 

systems.  

5.1 Heuristic algorithm 

A heuristic algorithm is a method based on the concept of providing a solution that is nearly 

correct or best considering a few selected samples (Kokash, 2005). The most fundamental 

technique that uses heuristic methods is the trial and error-approach which is characterized 

by repeating a procedure until successful (Dictionary.com, 2015).  

Several studies use the heuristic algorithm technique to find a reasonable optimal solution.  

Hsu & Jwo-Hwu (1996) has for instance developed a series of heuristic algorithms for 

planning and operating a distribution system most effectively. The study was applied on a 

real network where optimal solutions were generated. It was concluded that by using the 

proposed algorithm the system operation could be effectively improved. Other studies have 

used heuristic algorithms as a complement together with a series of techniques’. Both 

Ranjan, Venkatesh, & Das (2002) and Esteban (2010) has for instance used heuristic 

methods to comply to certain rules within the systems. 

5.2 Evolutionary algorithm 

A subcategory group of the heuristic algorithms are the evolutionary algorithms. They 

implement basic concept from biological evolution concerning survival of the fittest to 

generate solutions with approximated optimum (Kokash, 2005).  

One example using the evolutionary algorithm is presented by Ganguly, Sahoo, & Das (2010) 

which proposes an algorithm based on the Particle Swarm Optimization method (PSO), in 

order to design two cases in a distribution system. It starts with particles at an initial position 

moving based on best previous positions and its neighbor’s best position. It was concluded 

that the method was good and more effective when compared to other well-established PSO-

methods. 

Another example is presented by Levitin, Mazal-tov, & Elmakis (1995), where a genetic 

algorithm method (GA) is used to find an optimal network configuration. It is based on an 
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evolution process that takes three operators into consideration. It was concluded that the GA 

was computationally effective but it needed some modifications in order to implement it into 

the system.  

5.3 Greedy algorithm 

Greedy algorithm is a term that refers to several mathematical algorithms used to find an 

approximated optimal solution of a problem. They use a method based on the heuristic 

search technique concept making locally optimal choices hoping that they will lead to a global 

optimal solution. For many problems this is a quick method that often finds an optimal 

solution (Cormen, Leiserson, Rivest, & Stein, 2009). 

Jha & Vidyasagar (2013) uses the Dijkstras algorithm, which is an implementation of the 

greedy algorithm (Cormen et al., 2009) to design a distribution system. It is used to find the 

shortest route at the lowest cost between nodes in a radial configuration. It was concluded 

that the Dijkstra Algorithm was effective to find the optimal route at a reduced computational 

time.  

Another example is presented by (Ferreira dos Santos, 2013) where the objective is 

transforming a mesh structure into a radial structure. An optimum radial design was 

generated with the lowest possible losses. It was concluded that while the greedy algorithm 

did not provide the best solutions, it did give results very close to those found using more 

complex algorithms.  
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6 CASE STUDY KUNGSÖR 

This chapter will present a case study where a model for a section of MEE’s grid system was 

developed to determine the optimal locations of the section points. An algorithm (found in 

Appendix A) was developed to analyze the reliability of the system and to optimize the result.  

6.1 System description 

The area used for the case study is located in and around the town of Kungsör within MEE’s 

primary distribution system. It consists of both urban and rural areas serving both residential 

and industrial customers. Map of MEE’s distribution area and the selected area for the case 

study (yellow) is found in Figure 12.  

 

 

Figure 12  Map of MEE and area for case study (Malarenergi.se, 2015a) 

 

 

CASE STUDY 
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6.1.1 System structure 

The model created will be located within the primary distribution system between one of the 

region’s primary substations and its connected secondary substations. In order to reduce the 

number of stations processed in the model a simplification is made to include only the 

feeders involved in loop structures from the first of two network layouts (see Figure 13). It 

will make up for a total of seven feeders containing 10 loop structures and 43 secondary 

substations included in the model. It will also lead to some necessary modifications in the 

structure by letting some of the stations be located in a radial part that in reality would 

continue on to the second network layout in a loop structure. 

 

 

Figure 13  Network layout of the studied primary distribution system  

 

6.1.2 Original sectioning 

The structure of the system is originally dependent on which switches have been chosen to 

act as section points. The existing locations of the section points respond to historical reasons 

that involved using a trial and error approach. Evidently their location has been carefully 

revised several times during the years as the grid has been expanding.  
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According to Modén1 the location of section points have responded historically to the 

following main requirements: 

 Similar load 

Each feeder should have approximately the same load to allow for stable power flows. 

 

 Rated current 

Power flows in the lines are limited by the rated current and as some lines have 

smaller conductor areas that affects how the feeder structure should be designed, 

primarily in the initial lines where the higher current levels are achieved. 

 

 Geography 

As the switching maneuvering is manually operated the location of the section points 

should be easy to reach. Some secondary substations can be hard to reach (on a 

muddy field, far out in the wood) which in consequence can extend the switching 

time. 

 

 Station ownership 

Some of the secondary substations used by MEE for distribution are owned by 

external customers. Accessing these stations require obtaining access from these 

customers which in consequence can extend the switching time. 

 

 Hub station 

A station with several connections is preferable to a station with only one in - one out, 

as it could reduce the time of finding alternative feeding paths.  

6.1.3 Original reliability 

Outages occurring under each primary substation in the MEE distribution system are logged 

and can be found in their DARWin database. Based on these events MEE annually makes a 

reliability control to compare between years and stations by calculating several indices which 

is saved in an interruptions statistics file. In there the historical SAIDI for each primary 

substation can be found. However these SAIDI-values are not customer weighted for each 

station but for the entire MEE distribution system which makes the incomparable to this case 

study. Transforming these “unweighted SAIDIs” to “weighted SAIDIs” is made according to 

Equation 6.1 where 𝑁𝑀𝐸𝐸 is the annual total number of customers within MEE (extracted 

from interruptions statistics file) and 𝑁𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑦 is the approximate number of customers 

within area of the case study (sum of all secondary substation from Appendix B). 

 
𝑆𝐴𝐼𝐷𝐼𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑,𝑦𝑟 =

𝑆𝐴𝐼𝐷𝐼𝑢𝑛𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑,𝑦𝑟 ∗ 𝑁𝑀𝐸𝐸,𝑦𝑟

𝑁𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑦,𝑦𝑟
 Equation 6.1 

 

                                                        

1  Rune Modén, Power engineer at MEE, interview made 2015-02-17 
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The annual original unweighted- and weighted SAIDIs together with the number of 

customers within MEE and within the area for the case study can be found in Table 2.  

 

Table 2   Number of customers and weighted- and unweighted SAIDI 

YEAR 

TOTAL NUMBER 
OF MEE 

CUSTOMERS 
(nr) 

APROXIMATE 
NUMBER OF 
CASE STUDY 
CUSTOMERS 

(nr) 

UNWEIGHTED 
SAIDI 

(min/(cust,yr)) 

WEIGHTED 
SAIDI 

(min/(cust,yr)) 

WEIGHTED 
SAIDI 

(h/(cust,yr)) 

2009 101 399 3 206 2,2 69,0 1,1 

2010 102 413 3 206 2,1 68,0 1,1 

2011 102 725 3 206 6,1 195,2 3,3 

2012 102 961 3 206 3,4 110,7 1,8 

2013 103 490 3 206 2,2 72,1 1,2 

2014 103 954 3 206 3,9 125,6 2,1 

AVERAGE: 102 824 3 206 3,3 106,8 1,8 

 

6.2 Model inputs 

The model includes several inputs based on the existing system structure and historical 

events in the region (see stage 1 in flowchart Appendix A). The inputs are gathered in Excel 

using data from DARWin, EI-report (see Section 4.4.1) and a software called Xpower which is 

a project management calculations tool for power systems (Tekla.com, 2015) used by MEE. 

This study will only use Xpower to obtain relevant input data and not for any calculations. 

Other inputs that could not be obtained using local data due to technical limitations are 

instead based on previous studies within distribution systems. 

6.2.1 Station data 

There are 43 secondary substations and one primary substation included in the model. All 

stations will be referred to as a node and be given a random number starting after the 

primary substation which will be node number 1. Eight help nodes have been created in 

access points where lines are resolved into several other lines making it a total of 52 nodes in 

the model.  

In Appendix B, the number of customers, annual energy demand and proportions in energy 

of different user sectors is presented for every node. Number of customers and annual energy 

demand are obtained from Xpower’s database. The proportions are accumulated values of 

energy taken from the EI-report (see Section 4.4.1) from year 2013.  
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6.2.2 Line data 

The area contains hundreds of different types of cables and OH-lines connecting the nodes. 

They vary in type, manufacturer, size and date. The model will be simplified into only 

containing one of two types; either cable or OH-line. Most sections only contain one type but 

some contain both cables and OH-lines. For those a manual review will be made to decide 

which one is longest and therefore has the most effect on that section. 

Data input about which nodes every line is connected to and its corresponding line type and 

length is obtained from Xpower’s database and presented in Appendix C. “Node connection 

1” and “Node connection 2” represents which two nodes a line is connected between. The 

lengths correspond to the entire distance between two nodes. Some of the help nodes are in 

reality located directly next to a station but here, they will be given a distance of 1 m in order 

to have an actual input.  

6.2.3 Component reliability data 

This model includes five types of components within power distribution; busbar, switch, 

cable, OH-line and fuse. It will be considered that the busbar also comprises the reliability of 

the transformer and the required cables within a station. The switches component includes 

both breakers and switch-disconnectors but not the fuse, which is considered as a separate 

component. The definition of both cables and OH-lines has been presented in Section 6.2.2.  

The DARWin system (see Section 4.4.1) may be used to extract the number of interruptions, 

its duration and which component caused the interruption. Due to technical limitations, 

however, only data of cables and OH-lines can be fully extracted as individual components, 

the other components can only be extracted as an entire “station component”. Annual 

number of interruptions and total duration of interruptions of MEE’s entire primary 

distribution system from DARWin between 2009-2014 is found in Table 3. 

 

 

Table 3  Annual number of interruptions and total duration of interruptions 

 NUMBER OF INTERRUPTIONS (nr)  INTERRUPTION TIME [h] 

YEAR CABLES OH-LINES STATIONS  CABLES OH-LINES STATIONS 

2009 63 148 43  120 300 73 

2010 110 120 113  212 212 240 

2011 116 137 151  242 334 345 

2012 121 118 101  309 237 212 

2013 127 126 115  263 226 272 

2014 57 143 68  162 419 177 
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The DARWin system also includes general technical data about components in MEE’s 

distribution system. This information includes: lengths of cables, OH-lines and the number 

of secondary substations between 2009-2014 in MEE’s entire primary distribution system 

and it is presented in Table 4. 

 

Table 4  Annual lengths of lines and the number of substations  

YEAR LENGTH CABLE (m) LENGTH OH-LINE (m) NUMBER OF STATIONS (nr) 

2009 1 358 122 614 281 2 225 

2010 1 554 622 457 259 2 210 

2011 1 565 800 443 092 2 211 

2012 1 585 224 436 523 2 217 

2013 1 616 168 419 069 2 242 

2014 1 635 755 397 900 2 225 

 

The average failure rate per km of cable and OH-line can be calculated using the information 

for each specific year in the studied period of six years according to Equation 6.2 and 

Equation 6.3 where 𝜆 is the failure rate per km of line, 𝑌 is a specific year, 𝐹 is the number of 

interruptions taken from Table 3 and 𝐿 is the length taken from Table 4. 

 

 

𝜆𝑐𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 =

∑ (
𝐹𝑌,𝑐𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒

𝐿𝑌,𝑐𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒/1000
)𝑌

6
                [𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠/(𝑘𝑚, 𝑦𝑟)] 

 

Equation 6.2 

 

𝜆𝑂𝐻 =

∑ (
𝐹𝑌,𝑂𝐻 

𝐿𝑌,𝑂𝐻 /1000
)𝑌

6
                       [𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠/(𝑘𝑚, 𝑦𝑟)] 

 

Equation 6.3 

 

The average failure rate for a “station component” can be calculated according to Equation 

6.4 and divided equally between all the three station components. 𝜆 is the failure rate, 𝑌 is a 

specific year, 𝐹 is the number of interruptions taken from Table 3 and 𝑁 is the number of 

stations taken from Table 4.  

 

𝜆𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = (

∑ (
𝐹𝑌,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

𝑁𝑌,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 
) /3𝑌

6
 )     [𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠/𝑦𝑟] 

 

Equation 6.4 

The interruption times found in Table 3 are in reality, accumulated values of both switching 

times and repair times. The span of interruption times can stretch from really quick 

switching times (if a substation is located close to an electrician) to really long repair times (if 

a crucial station-component needs to be replaced). An assumption is made that the 

interruption times shown in Table 3 corresponds to an annual total switching time. Average 

switching times 𝑆𝑤𝑇 in component 𝑗 is then calculated according to Equation 6.5 where 𝑌 is a 
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specific year, 𝑇 is the annual total interruption time and 𝐹 is the number of interruptions 

taken from Table 3.  

 

 

𝑆𝑤𝑇𝑗 =

∑ (
𝑇𝑌,𝑗

𝐹𝑌,𝑗
)𝑌

6
        [ℎ] 

 

Equation 6.5 

 

The repair time of a component can, considering the previous statement not be established 

just by using historical data. Instead, a literature review is necessary to establish the repair 

time for each component. Several previous studies within distribution reliability (Alvehag, 

2011; Engblom & Ueda, 2008; Solver, 2005) refers to a test distribution system presented in 

(Allan, Billinton, Sjarief, Goel, & So, 1991)  which is considered valid and used to extract the 

repair time for this case study. 

Each component will be given an ID in later simulation procedure (Section 6.3.4) within a 

range, depending on its type. A busbar will be given the same ID-number as the station it is 

located in, corresponding to its node number. The ranges for each type of component 

together with failure rate, switching times and repair times are presented in Table 5. Note 

that cable and OH-line have a different unit on failure rate which is [𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠/(𝑘𝑚, 𝑦𝑟] . 

 

Table 5  Component reliability input  

COMPONENT ID-RANGE FAILURE RATE [fail./yr] SWITCHING TIME [h] REPAIR TIME [h] 

BUSBAR 1 - 999 0,015 2,20 2 

SWITCH 3001 - 3999 0,015 2,20 4 

CABLE 4001 - 4999 0,063 2,23 30 

OH-LINE 5001 - 5999 0,290 2,16 5 

FUSE 6001 - 6999 0,015 2,20 4 

 

6.2.4 Structure input 

The design of the system structure is considered stationary throughout the process. No 

additional lines that in theory could improve the reliability will be simulated. There are a 

total of 52 nodes in the system consisting of stations and help nodes (explained in Section 

6.2.1). In Appendix D input of the connections between each node is presented. All of the 

nodes have a duplicate opposite connection, for instance the line between 1 and 22 is found 

both in 1 and in 22. Those nodes that have only one connection will in the future be referred 

to as end-point nodes, which are used when inserting the correct components in Section 

6.3.4.    
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6.2.5 Loop-structure input 

A total of 10 loop structures are formed according to the existing system structure, and will 

therefore require 10 individually located section points. The location of each section point can 

only be within one of the loop structures. Table 6 shows the nodes connected in each loop 

structure and the corresponding section number in that loop.  

 

Table 6   Input of nodes creating loop structures 

LOOP 
STRUCTURE NR 

SECTION NR 

     1       2       3      4       5      6       7       8      9      

1 1 22 21 23 1      

2 22 19 18 16 20 21 22    

3 1 23 21 20 1      

4 1 23 4 1       

5 1 3 2 7 5 6 4 1   

6 1 4 6 9 49 16 18 19 22 1 

7 1 38 52 37 36 32 1    

8 40 39 52 37 36 32 25 34 40  

9 1 32 25 50 24 2 3 1   

10 35 51 31 30 50 25 35    

 

 

The original section point locations and corresponding number are inserted as input into the 

model, in order to have a starting point for iteration procedures (see Table 7).  

 

Table 7   Original section point locations 

LOOP 
STRUCTURE NR 

ORIGINAL SECTION 
POINTS 

ORIGINAL SECTION 
NR 

1 22 — 21 2 

2 16 — 20 4 

3 20 — 1 4 

4 23 — 4 2 

5 2 — 7 3 

6 6 — 9 3 

7 52 — 37 3 

8 40 — 39 1 

9 25 — 50 3 

10 35 — 51 1 
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6.3 Model simulation 

This section will explain how a created algorithm (seen in Appendix A) is used to simulate 

component failures on any component in the system, estimate its corresponding impact on 

each node and then go through the final iteration-procedure of finding the optimal solution. 

Coding of the algorithm is made using MATLAB which initially will import data from Excel 

files containing the inputs. All of the created MATLAB-functions are presented in Appendices 

F–P. 

6.3.1 Initialization 

After the algorithm has imported the inputs, it enters the initialization-stage where all the 

computational loops are set and the system structure is formed (see stage 2 in Appendix A). 

Using connections from Appendix D an original adjacency matrix is created with a size of 

52x52 representing all the connections in the system structure (see example of first five nodes 

in Table 8). Each node has a corresponding row and column that will be filled with an 

element 1 or 0 depending if it is connected to another node or not.  

 

Table 8   Parts of the original adjacency matrix 

0 0 1 1 0 … 

0 0 1 0 0 … 

1 1 0 0 0 … 

1 0 0 0 0 … 

0 0 0 0 0 … 

⁞ ⁞ ⁞ ⁞ ⁞ … 

6.3.2 Generate Structure 

The feeder structures will be generated depending on the selected section point locations (see 

stage 3 in Appendix A). The first iteration uses the original section point locations from Table 

7 to generate the original feeder structure. The original locations are inserted by taking away 

the corresponding connections in the original adjacency matrix, thus creating a new 

sectionalized adjacency matrix. New section point locations are then inserted according to an 

optimization routine explained in Section 6.3.7.  

A program starting at node number 1 (primary substation) will then move along a feeder 

noting every node it passes, one node for every row, in a new Feeder-matrix until it reaches 

an endpoint node. If any of the nodes that have been passed had any alternative routes, the 

program will be repeated from node 1 noting all the same nodes in a new column and then 

continue along the alternative route. When a feeder does not have any alternative routes left, 

the loop will start over from node 1 and move along next feeder and repeat the procedure 

until node 1 has no more connections. An example of a Feeder-matrix of the original system 

structure is found in Table 9. 
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Table 9   Feeder-matrix of the original system structure 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

3 3 4 4 4 22 22 22 23 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 38 

2 2 6 6 6 19 19 19 21 25 25 25 25 25 33 36 52 

24 24 5 5 5 17 18 18 20 34 34 34 34 35   37 39 

50 50 7 7 7   16 16   40 40 40 40         

30 30 11 11 11   49 49   46 46 46 46         

31 31 14 45 45   9 15   41 47 47 47         

51 51   12 13   8       42 48 48         

28 28         10         43 44         

26 29                               

27                                 

 

6.3.3 Verification 

The sectionalizing procedure may conflict with two major issues. The first issue is caused by 

some loop structures partly sharing the same line, for example, loop structures 1 and 6 share 

a connection between node 1 and 22 (seen in Table 6). This may cause two section points to 

be placed at the same position which in practice will result in too few section points (10 loop 

structures will require 10 section points). The second issue is similar but is caused by sharing 

multiple lines (for example in loop structures 7 and 8 in Table 6). This can cause two section 

points to be located on each side of one node, which will isolate it. A verification sequence is 

then started that controls that the feeder structure is acceptable (see stage 4 in Appendix A). 

It confirms that all nodes actually have a connection to the primary substation, that every 

node only appears in one feeder and that every node only appears in that feeder ones.  

6.3.4 Inserting Components 

If the feeder structure is considered to be okay the components may then be inserted into the 

system (see stage 5 in Appendix A). A feeder components-matrix is established in order to to 

insert and structure the components.  As mentioned in Section 6.2.3 the busbar-components 

share the same ID-number as its corresponding node-number and therefore are already 

considered being inserted. Between every busbar, either a cable or an OH-line is first 

inserted, depending on its corresponding nodes found in Appendix C. Each cable and OH-

line at the same time, will be given a unique ID-number from respective ID-range found in 

Table 5 inserted into the feeder components-matrix and also linked to the corresponding 

line-section. Then switches are inserted before and after every node and will also be given a 

unique ID-number from the ID-range in Table 5. An exception is made for the help nodes 

that will not have any switches. Finally the fuses are inserted before the relevant end-point 

nodes and numbered. An example of a Feeder components-matrix of the original system 

structure is found in Appendix E. 
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6.3.5 FMEA 

To analyze the consequences of failures in individual components the FMEA process will be 

used (see stage 6 in Appendix A). FMEA is found as a preparatory step in several previous 

studies within distribution system reliability and is considered well suited for this reliability 

analysis since it is quick and considered comparable to other techniques (explained in 

Section 4.3.1). The first part of the FMEA-process is identifying how the system is designed 

(stage 6 in Appendix A). The feeder components-matrix (from Section 6.3.4) is used to 

identify how the components interact by giving information of where and what components 

are connected to. 

The second part in the FMEA-process is listing every possible event that can cause an outage. 

As all components in the system will have a possible break down the events will consist of 

every component found in the feeder components-matrix. Three impact-matrices are created; 

failure rate (𝜆𝑖𝑗), switching time (𝑆𝑤𝑇𝑖𝑗) and repair time (𝑅𝑇𝑖𝑗). Every component 𝑗 is then 

inserted along the first column and every node 𝑖 along the first row (see example in Table 10). 

 

Table 10  Example of the impact-matrices 

 Node 
1 

Node 
2 

… Node 
i 

Component 1     

Component 2     

⁞     

Component j     
 

 

The third and final part in the FMEA-process is to determine the impact of each event that is 

affected by its location in the system (see Table 11 and also examples in Section 4.3.2). The 

simulation will assume only one component is faulted at a time and its corresponding rate 

and time, taken from Table 5 are inserted into that row in each matrix, for the affected nodes. 

Note that for cables and OH-lines the failure rate must first be multiplied with the 

corresponding line length.   

 

Table 11  Affected nodes of switching time and repair time 

 

FAILURE  
RATE 

 
SWITCHING 

TIME 
 

REPAIR  
TIME 

COMPONENT RADIAL LOOP  RADIAL LOOP  RADIAL LOOP 

BUSBAR 
All nodes in 

feeder 
 All nodes in  

feeder 
 Current + 

following nodes 
Only current 

node 
SWITCH ‘’ ‘’  ‘’ ‘’  ’’ ’’ 
FUSE ‘’ ‘’  ‘’ ‘’  ’’ ’’ 
CABLE ‘’ ‘’  ‘’ ‘’  Following nodes No nodes 

OH-LINE ‘’ ‘’  ‘’ ‘’  ’’ ’’ 
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6.3.6 Calculate reliability 

The FMEA-stage benefitted the creation of three impact-matrices. A total restoring time-

matrix 𝑟𝑖𝑗 for each component 𝑗 in node 𝑖 is then calculated by adding values entry-wise from 

the switching time-matrix (𝑆𝑤𝑇𝑖𝑗) and repair time-matrix (𝑅𝑇𝑖𝑗) according to Equation 6.6. 

 

 𝑟𝑖𝑗 = 𝑆𝑤𝑇𝑖𝑗 + 𝑅𝑇𝑖𝑗  Equation 6.6 

 

Nodes may be located in loops but the feeders are still radially operated. By using 

approximate calculations based on Markov chains (see Section 4.3.2) the system’s reliability 

can be calculated. The failure rate 𝜆 in each node 𝑖 can is calculated by adding every value in 

component 𝑗 column-wise for from the failure rate-matrix 𝜆𝑖𝑗 according to Equation 6.7.  

 

 𝜆𝑖 = ∑ 𝜆𝑖𝑗

𝑗

 Equation 6.7 

 

Similarly the unavailability 𝑈 in node 𝑖 can be approximated using the failure rate-matrix 

𝜆𝑖𝑗 and the restoring time-matrix 𝑟𝑖𝑗 according to Equation 6.8. 

 

 𝑈𝑖 = ∑ 𝜆𝑖𝑗

𝑗

∗ 𝑟𝑖𝑗 Equation 6.8 

 

The cost of interruptions may be quantified according to Equation 6.9 by calculating the 

energy cost 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐸 for each node 𝑖 using the proportions 𝑃 from Appendix B and the customer 

damage function for energy 𝑐𝑒 from Table 1 for each user sector 𝑠. 

 

 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐸𝑖 = ∑ 𝑃𝑖𝑠 ∗ 𝑐𝑒𝑠

𝑖

 Equation 6.9 

 

Likewise the power cost 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑃 for each node 𝑖 are calculated according to Equation 6.10 

using the proportions 𝑃 from Appendix B and the customer damage function for power 𝑐𝑝 

from Table 1 for each user sector 𝑠. 

 

 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑖 = ∑ 𝑃𝑖𝑠 ∗ 𝑐𝑝𝑠

𝑖

 Equation 6.10 
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The average load 𝐿𝑑 in node 𝑖 is calculated using the annual energy 𝐸 from Appendix B and 

hours per year according to Equation 6.11. 

 

 
𝐿𝑑𝑖 =

𝐸𝑖

8760
 Equation 6.11 

 

The system’s reliability may then be calculated by using the certain indices (see stage 7 in 

Appendix A). Two indices will be included in the simulation; one is System Average 

Interruption Duration Index (𝑆𝐴𝐼𝐷𝐼) which is used frequently used within MEE and EI to see 

historical trends and to compare different DSOs. The second index is Expected Cost (𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑆𝑇) 

which will be a part of a future quality adjustment tool for revenue adjustments (see Section 

3.4.1). 𝑆𝐴𝐼𝐷𝐼 and 𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑆𝑇 are calculated according to Equation 6.12 and Equation 6.13 where 

𝑈 is the unavailability (see Equation 6.8), 𝑁 is number of connected customers (from 

Appendix B), 𝜆 is the failure rate (see Equation 6.7), 𝐿𝑑 is the average load (see Equation 

6.11), 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑃 is the power-related interruption cost (see Equation 6.10) , 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐸 is the energy-

related interruption cost (see Equation 6.9) and 𝑖 represents the current node.     

 

 
𝑆𝐴𝐼𝐷𝐼 =

∑ 𝑈𝑖𝑁𝑖𝑖

∑ 𝑁𝑖𝑖
 Equation 6.12 

 

 𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑆𝑇 = ∑(𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑖 ∗ 𝐿𝑑𝑖 ∗ 𝜆𝑖 + 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐸𝑖 ∗ 𝑈𝑖 ∗ 𝐿𝑑𝑖) 

𝑖

 Equation 6.13 

 

 

6.3.7 Optimizing section points location 

It is suggested that the optimization of the reliability of the system is done by considering the 

proposed indices in the previous section. A simulation is carried out to optimize the indices 

separately depending on a section point combination 𝑆𝑐𝑡𝑃. In the first simulation the 

objective function is to minimize 𝑆𝐴𝐼𝐷𝐼 while the other aims at minimizing 𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑆𝑇. The 

optimization of the system can be described using the general objective functions found in 

Equation 6.14 and Equation 6.15. 

 

 𝑀𝑖𝑛 { 𝑆𝐴𝐼𝐷𝐼 (𝑆𝑐𝑡𝑃) } Equation 6.14 

 

 𝑀𝑖𝑛 { 𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑆𝑇 (𝑆𝑐𝑡𝑃) } Equation 6.15 
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The following constraints must be taken into account:  (1) all section points must be within 

separate loop structures, (2) no section points can be located in the same line-section and (3) 

all nodes may only be connected to one feeder. Constraints (1-3) are formed to ensure that 

each node will actually have a connection to the primary substation and so that they are not 

connected to more than one possible route (see more in Section 6.3.3).  

By using an ES-algorithm (see Chapter 5), the search of a global minimum value would be 

possible since it considers every possible section point combination. The total number of 

combinations would in this case be around 36 million which is the product of all loop 

structure’s maximum number of possibilities (4 ∗ 6 ∗ 4 ∗ 3 ∗ 7 ∗ 9 ∗ 6 ∗ 8 ∗ 7 ∗ 6 = 36 578 304) 

with equal number of required reliability calculation-procedures. Due to high computing 

power requirements an alternative optimization routine is considered. 

One suggestion is to use a heuristic algorithm (see Section 5.1) characterized with a process of 

repeating a procedure until success is achieved. A basic version of this is what has been made 

in the original section point placement and is therefore not considered as an option. Another 

suggested approach is to use evolutionary algorithms (see Section 5.2), which are 

characterized with using a biological principle. Considering the presented examples, the 

routine is quick but it requires several modifications before being suitable for this 

application. Another quick, but still comparable to more complex approaches, is the Greedy 

algorithm (see Section 5.3) which can be easily implemented into the created model. The 

used algorithm for optimizing the reliability in this system will therefore be based on the 

Greedy approach (see stage 8 and all three loops in Appendix A). 

6.3.8 Proposed methodology 

The proposed Greedy algorithm starts with the same initial section point combination 𝑆𝑐𝑡𝑃 as 

the original system presented in Table 7 and performs the initial reliability calculations, thus 

obtaining 𝑆𝐴𝐼𝐷𝐼 and 𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑆𝑇. A first iteration procedure is then initiated, that varies the 

section point combination according to Table 12. The original section point locations are used 

as starting points and remain like that in all loop structures except in the loop who is changed 

at the moment. A total of 60 section point combinations (sum of all loop structure’s 

maximum number of possibilities) are tested during each iteration. Some combinations, 

however, will either end up being the same as the original or will not be valid (see Section 

6.3.3). 

For the two simulations, each successful section point combination generates a value for 

𝑆𝐴𝐼𝐷𝐼 and 𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑆𝑇. After the first iteration procedure, the combination with the lowest 

generated value is considered to be a locally found minimum point. All loop structures will 

then be restored to the original section point locations except the loop with the lowest result 

which will have a new section point location. This combination will then be used as the new 

original section point locations in the next iteration. The iteration starts all over by repeating 

all steps and continued until a generated value converges. The acceptance level for the 

resulting indices was chosen to be ±0.1% between each iterations in order to find a stable 

result. 
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Table 12  Initial iteration procedure with varied section point combinations 

SECTION POINT 
COMBINATION 

SECTION POINT LOCATIONS 

INITIAL 2 4 4 2 3 3 3 1 3 1 

1 1 4 4 2 3 3 3 1 3 1 

⁞ ⁞ 

4 4 

5 2 1 4 2 3 3 3 1 3 1 

⁞ ⁞ 

10 6 

11 2 4 1 2 3 3 3 1 3 1 

⁞ ⁞ 

14 4 

15 2 4 4 1 3 3 3 1 3 1 

⁞ ⁞ 

17 3 

18 2 4 4 2 1 3 3 1 3 1 

⁞ ⁞ 

24 7 

25 2 4 4 2 3 1 3 1 3 1 

⁞ ⁞ 

33 9 

34 2 4 4 2 3 3 1 1 3 1 

⁞ ⁞ 

39 6 

40 2 4 4 2 3 3 3 1 3 1 

⁞ ⁞ 

47 8 

48 2 4 4 2 3 3 3 1 1 1 

⁞ ⁞ 

54 7 

55 2 4 4 2 3 3 3 1 3 1 

⁞ ⁞ 

60 6 
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7 SIMULATION RESULT 

This chapter will present the results from the model simulations based on the case study in 

Chapter 6.  

7.1 Original system 

The original section point combination was set and a corresponding system structure was 

generated. Figure 14 shows the original system in a tree structure form were six feeders 

decides the system appearance. Red nodes and corresponding lines represent the lines 

selected for section point locations.  

 

Figure 14 Tree structure of the original system 
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The nodes included in each loop-structure will be the same throughout the simulations. 

Looking at the loop structures is useful when analyzing the affecting factors of the 

optimization. The number of customers and the annual energy demand in each loop-

structure is presented in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15  Number of customers and energy demand in loop-structures 

 

The customers in each node were linked to an SNI-code that represents different user-

sectors. It enables obtaining the proportions (see Appendix B) and calculating the 

corresponding energy of each user-sector in every node. By gathering the nodes that are part 

of the same loop structure the corresponding user-sector proportions in each loop may be 

calculated and is shown in Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16  The energy proportions of user-sectors in each loop-structure 
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Two separate objective functions, 𝑆𝐴𝐼𝐷𝐼 and 𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑆𝑇, were selected to represent the reliability 

of the system. Its initial values, with the original section point locations, are presented in 

Table 13.  

 

Table 13  Resulting SAIDI and ECOST from original section point locations 

   

SAIDI 1,91 hours/(customer, year) 

ECOST 0,58 million SEK/year 

 

 

7.2 Minimizing SAIDI 

By changing one section point at a time while maintaining the others’ position, the new 

configurations of the system could be simulated (explained in Section 6.3.8). For every 

successful section point combination a new SAIDI-value could be calculated. After one 

iteration-procedure every loop structure has tested all its possible section point locations. 

The first iteration’s successful relocations of section points with resulting SAIDI-values can 

be found in Table 14. 

 

 

Table 14   Resulting SAIDI (h/cust,yr) after first iteration  

SECTION 
LOCATION 

LOOP-STRUCTURE 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 2,26 1,94 1,93 2,03 2,35 2,57 1,92 1,91 2,08 1,91 
2 1,91 1,87 1,86 1,91 2,27 2,36 1,92 1,92 2,00 1,91 
3 1,95 1,87 1,87 2,13 1,91 1,91 1,91 - 1,91 1,91 
4 2,03 1,91 1,91 

 
1,60 1,87 1,90 - 1,89 1,92 

5   1,93 
  

1,58 1,88 1,90 - 1,88 - 
6   - 

  
1,61 1,86 1,97 1,86 1,90 1,92 

7   
   

1,75 1,87 
 

1,84 1,94   
8   

    
1,96 

 
1,85 

 
  

9           2,21         
 

 

The corresponding ranges of the resulting SAIDI-values compared to the original SAIDI 

(dotted line) after first iteration can be seen in Figure 17. 
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Figure 17  Resulting SAIDI-ranges after first iteration 

 

 

The section point relocation with the minimum SAIDI-value seen in Figure 17 is used to make 

a new original section point combination for the second iteration. The procedure is then 

repeated to find another minimum SAIDI. After eight iterations the simulation has stopped 

after meeting the predefined criteria (explained in Section 7.5). The optimized section point-

combinations for every iteration are found in Table 15. The circled numbers represents the 

section point nr that was changed during each iteration. 

 

Table 15   Optimized section point-combinations when minimizing SAIDI  

ITERATION 
NR 

LOOP STRUCTURE 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

ORIGINAL 2 4 4 2 3 3 3 1 3 1 

1 2 4 4 2 ⑤ 3 3 1 3 1 

2 2 4 4 2 5 3 3 ⑦ 3 1 

3 2 4 4 2 5 ⑥ 3 7 3 1 

4 2 4 ② 2 5 6 3 7 3 1 

5 2 4 2 2 5 6 3 7 ⑤ 1 

6 2 4 2 2 5 6 ⑤ 7 5 1 

7 2 4 2 2 5 6 5 ⑥ 5 1 

8 2 4 2 2 5 6 5 6 5 1 
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The final optimized section point-combination after the SAIDI minimization and its 

corresponding section points is found in Table 16. 

Table 16  Final optimized section points after minimizing SAIDI 

LOOP 
STRUCTURE NR 

OPTIMIZED    
SECTION NR 

OPTIMIZED SECTION 
POINTS 

1 2 22 — 21 

2 4 16 — 20 

3 2 23 — 21 

4 2 23 — 4 

5 5 5 — 6 

6 6 16 — 18 

7 5 36 — 32 

8 6 32 — 25 

9 5 24 — 2 

10 1 35 — 51 

 

The corresponding tree structure of the optimized system after the SAIDI minimization is 

found in Figure 18. Red nodes and corresponding lines represent the lines selected for the 

different section point locations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18  Final tree structure of the system after optimizing SAIDI 
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7.3 Minimizing ECOST 

The original section point locations are put back to their original locations and another 

simulation, with the objective of minimizing ECOST, is initiated. The first iteration’s 

successful relocations of section points with resulting ECOST-values can be found in Table 17. 

 

Table 17   Resulting ECOST (million SEK) after first iteration 

SECTION 
LOCATION 

LOOP-STRUCTURE  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 0,62 0,61 0,59 0,59 0,60 0,63 0,59 0,58 0,53 0,58 
2 0,58 0,59 0,58 0,58 0,69 0,60 0,59 0,59 0,54 0,52 
3 0,58 0,60 0,58 0,60 0,58 0,58 0,58 - 0,58 0,51 
4 0,58 0,58 0,58 

 
0,45 0,57 0,57 - 0,51 0,48 

5   0,57 
  

0,45 0,58 0,58 - 0,50 - 
6   - 

  
0,45 0,58 0,66 0,59 0,50 0,60 

7   
   

0,47 0,59 
 

0,58 0,51   
8   

    
0,61 

 
0,58 

 
  

9           0,63         
 

 

The corresponding ranges of resulting ECOST-values compared to the original ECOST 

(dotted line) after first iteration can be found in Figure 19.  

 

Figure 19  Resulting ECOST-ranges after first iteration 

 

After eight iterations the resulting minimum ECOST was obtained after meeting the 

minimization predefined criteria (explained in Section 7.5). The corresponding optimized 
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section point-combinations for every iteration is presented in Table 18. Each circled number 

represents the section point number that was changed during each iteration. 

 

Table 18   Optimized section point-combinations when minimizing ECOST  

ITERATION 
NR 

LOOP STRUCTURE 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

ORIGINAL 2 4 4 2 3 3 3 1 3 1 

1 2 4 4 2 ⑥ 3 3 1 3 1 

2 2 4 4 2 6 3 3 1 3 ③ 

3 2 4 4 2 6 3 3 1 ⑤ 3 

4 2 ⑤ 4 2 6 3 3 1 5 3 

5 2 5 4 2 6 3 ④ 1 5 3 

6 2 5 4 2 6 3 4 ⑧ 5 3 

7 2 5 4 ③ 6 3 4 8 5 3 

8 2 5 4 3 6 3 4 8 5 3 
 

 

The final optimized section point-combination after minimizing ECOST and its 

corresponding section points is found in Table 19.  

 

Table 19  Final optimized section points after minimizing ECOST 

LOOP 
STRUCTURE NR 

OPTIMIZED    
SECTION NR 

OPTIMIZED SECTION 
POINTS 

1 2 22 — 21 

2 5 20 — 21 

3 4 20 — 1 

4 3 4 — 1 

5 6 6 — 4 

6 3 6 — 9 

7 4 37 — 36 

8 8 34 — 40 

9 5 24 — 2 

10 3 31 — 30 
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The corresponding tree structure of the optimized system after minimizing ECOST, is shown 

in Figure 20. The red nodes and lines represent the lines selected for the different section 

point locations.  

 

Figure 20 Final tree structure after minimizing ECOST 

7.4 Comparative results 

The resulting values from both optimizations are presented in Table 20. The improvements 

are calculated using the minimized value below and the original values from Table 13. 

Successful sectioning refers to the number of tests that passed the verification part (Section 

6.3.3) and the faulted the ones who did not.  

Table 20  Resulting values of optimized systems 

    MINIMIZING SAIDI MINIMIZING ECOST 

MINIMIZED VALUE 1,38 hours/(customer, year) 0,34 million SEK/year 

IMPROVEMENT (%) -28 % -41 % 

SIMULATION TIME 113 seconds 118 seconds 

SUCCESFUL SECTIONING 414 

 

468  

FAULTED SECTIONINGS 66 
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The annual energy demand in each feeder depends on the section point locations that define 

the system structure. Both optimizations generated a new optimized system structure. Their 

corresponding annual energy demands in each feeder together with the original system are 

presented in Figure 21. The number of the feeder corresponds to the feeder counted from the 

left in the tree structures from Figure 14, Figure 18 and Figure 20.  

 

Figure 21  Annual energy demand in feeders before and after optimizations 

 

Each iteration has provided an improvement of either SAIDI or ECOST due to a resectioning 

in one of the loop structures. After all iterations have been made, the aggregated 

improvements of each loop-structure can be gathered and its corresponding proportion of 

the entire improvement can be calculated. In Figure 22, each loop structure’s proportion of 

the entire system improvement is presented. 

 

Figure 22  Proportions of improvements in each loop structure 
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7.5 Sensitivity analysis 

The sensitivity analysis in this case study is used to verify that the results obtained from the 

model are valid. Each iteration, separately generates different values of SAIDI and ECOST 

but only one minimum result. The iteration procedure continues until a stop-criteria is met. 

In this case the convergence-criteria of ±0.1% is used to obtain an acceptable linear level.  

After eight iterations, the results when simulating minimum SAIDI converged within the 

criteria and the simulation stops. The development of minimum SAIDI is shown in Figure 23.  

 

Figure 23  Resulting minimum SAIDI for every iteration 

 

 

Similarly, after eight iterations, the resulting minimum ECOST was obtained after meeting 

the minimization predefined criteria and the simulation stops. Development of minimum 

ECOST is shown in Figure 24. 

 

Figure 24  Results of minimum ECOST for every iteration 
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8 DISCUSSION 

This Master’s thesis has presented general information about the basic operations within a 

power system and more specifically, how a primary distribution system can be re-designed 

and its reliability improved by relocating the section points in loop structures. A case study 

has outlined how the existing locations of section points within Mälarenergi Elnät (MEE), 

have been selected based on a heuristic approach, planning ahead with the expansion of the 

grid, in order to allow for quick resectioning and to promote a secure and reliable system. To 

further improve the reliability in this distribution system, this thesis has developed an 

algorithm in MATLAB (seen in Appendix A) based on an analytical technique including a 

method called Failure Modes and Effect Analysis (FMEA) as a preparatory step to determine 

the reliability. While this algorithm was developed specifically to meet the requirements of 

MEE’s primary distribution system, the methodology can be adapted to optimize the location 

of section points of any power distribution system, just by providing with the required input 

data.  

8.1 Inputs analysis 

A case study was conducted to develop a model of the distribution system around the town of 

Kungsör. It had the objective of implementing an algorithm that would allow performing 

simulations that can help determine the optimal locations of section points. Data from 

Xpower, DARWin, EI-reports and scientific literature have been used and coded into the 

model. Locally obtained data has primarily been used to adjust the model as close to reality 

as possible.  Both failure rate and switching time were obtained using local data while repair 

time required extensive literature review due to the technical limitations of processing certain 

component failures. Usage of local data may, however, be linked to some uncertainties, since 

the number of events can be considered too few to represent the probabilities for certain 

components. In order to obtain a representative input, not only the closest region for the case 

study was included but the entire primary distribution system within MEE. This may still be 

considered too few as the total number of annual events only is around 300-400 (see Table 

3). Additional improvements of the inputs could thus be possible for later studies, for 

instance, by consider using probability functions or increasing the input area even further. 

The area for the case study was designed using both radial- and loop-structures. Some 

modifications in the system structure were necessary, since only the first of two network 

layouts were included. This lead to the assumption that some stations were operated in 

radials, while in reality, they were a part of a greater loop structure in the second network 

layout. Such modification will primarily affect the simulation time but does not affect on the 

function of the model.  
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8.2 Process analysis 

The main outputs of the model are variables SAIDI and ECOST. Both are well representative 

values about the reliability of a system but can be looked at from different perspectives. 

SAIDI measures an impact from a customer based perspective while ECOST takes a larger, 

more accurate socio-economic perspective by considering the economic impact for different 

sectors. The initial result of the case study calculated SAIDI to 1.91 hours per year and 

customer and ECOST to 0.58 million SEK as a consequence of the outages in the original 

system (see Table 13). The initial SAIDI can be compared to the average actual SAIDI of the 

original system of 1.8 hours per year and customer (presented under weighted SAIDIs in 

Table 2). These values (1.91 compared to 1.8) corresponds relatively well and the reliability 

calculation of the model can thus be considered validated. 

As the total number of possible section point combinations was around 36 million, an 

optimization routine based on a greedy algorithm was used. It varied one section point at a 

time, found a minimum point and repeated itself until the result had converged in an 

iteration process (explained in Section 6.3.8). The technique lowered the number of tested 

combinations to 60 per iteration, for a total of around 500 combinations for the entire 

simulation. It decreased the total simulation time to an acceptable level of around 2 min (see 

Table 20) at the expense of an increased uncertainty.  

A sensitivity analysis was carried out for both simulations in order to evaluate the obtained 

results. The resulting minimum values converged down to a linear level (seen in Figure 23 

and Figure 24) and the optimizations were therefore considered validated. However, as the 

greedy algorithm only finds the local minimums it still risks of missing the global ones. A 

possibility for improving the optimization can be to consider increasing the number of tested 

combinations in an additional optimization routine. 

8.3 Results analysis 

Both SAIDI and ECOST show relatively large ranges in most loop-structures (see Figure 17 

Figure 19), which makes it obvious that the relocations of a section point has a clear impact 

on the resulting value. Most relocations gave a higher result corresponding to a more 

unreliable system but a few relocations show an improvement for that iteration. After all 

iterations have been conducted and the optimal section point locations have been found, the 

minimum SAIDI resulted in 1.38 hours per customer per year and a minimum ECOST of 0.34 

million SEK per year (presented in Table 20). It corresponds to an improvement of 28% 

respective 41% compared to the original system.  

The proportions of improvements for each loop-structure (presented in Figure 22) show that 

the two optimizations have generated dissimilar loops that mainly have benefited to the 

improvement. While SAIDI has been improved by resectioning in loop structure 5 and 2, 

ECOST have primarily been improved by resectioning in loop structure 7 and 4. For 

customer-weighted SAIDI both loop-structure 5 and 2 have a relatively high number of 

customers (seen in Figure 15). However both loop-structure 1 and 6 also have a high number 

of customers but those does not benefit to the improvement of SAIDI when resectioning. This 
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means, that an improvement of SAIDI is not just a straightforward result of resectioning loop 

structures with a large number of customers. For cost-affected ECOST both loop structure 7 

and 4 have a relatively high proportion of trade/service- and industry-customers (seen in 

Figure 16). Both of those sectors are related to high-cost-parameters (found in Table 1). 

Therefore it can be considered that resectioning in loop-structures containing high 

proportion of high-cost-sectors may benefit more to the improvement of ECOST.  

The tree structure of the original system is found in Figure 14 and shows relatively similar 

number of nodes in each feeder. The tree structure of the system with minimized SAIDI is 

found in Figure 18. As shown there, the optimized sectioning has connected almost half of the 

nodes (25 of 52) to the seventh feeder. This results in an unbalanced energy flow in the 

feeders (blue bars in Figure 21) where more than 28 GWh are supplied through the seventh 

feeder while only between 1-10 GWh are supplied through the others. For the tree structure 

with the minimized ECOST in Figure 20, a slightly more balanced feeder appearance can be 

seen. However, also here is the energy flow in the feeders unbalanced (red bars in Figure 21) 

with feeder number 4 supplies more than 25 GWh while the others only between 3-13 GWh. 

Therefore, it is clear that although both simulations have generated a minimized result, the 

current in the feeders pose a potential risk of exceeding the rated capacity. Additional 

analysis of power flows in feeders could therefore be considered by including it in the 

verification-process to exclude such uncertainty.  

Besides considering the limits of the rated current mentioned above there are other issues 

remaining before being able to implement the algorithm to a real system. There is also the 

ability of efficient physical access to the substations by considering the geographical distance 

from the electricians’ service station and also the ownership of the substations, in order to 

obtain the required access (presented in Section 6.1.2). Therefore, the optimization routine 

should not only consider the actual value of SAIDI or ECOST, it should also consider a rating 

based on the distance and ownership of the service stations. 
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9 CLOSURE 

This final chapter will present conclusions and suggest some ideas for the future work.  

9.1 Conclusions 

This Master’s thesis has investigated the possibility of improving the reliability in a 

distribution system by optimizing the section point locations in loop structures. An 

optimization method based on a greedy algorithm was developed, with an analytical 

approach where two different optimized system structures could be simulated in MATLAB. 

The results showed a distinct improvement of the reliability where SAIDI could be reduced 

by 28% and ECOST by 41% when optimizing the section point locations. It also showed that 

lowering ECOST is associated with changing section points in loop structures containing 

predominant proportion of high-cost sectors.  

Applying the algorithm into a full size system containing radial- and loop structures may be 

considered possible as the system is validated through the convergence in the sensitivity 

analysis. Some issues still remains, such as considering the rated current in lines, including 

geographical distances and improving inputs concerning reliability in order to make it fully 

operable.  

Based on the analysis this thesis has presented, it can be concluded that there is a clear 

possibility in improving the quality in a distribution system by considering a relocation of the 

section points. Doing so would clearly be cost-effective as the relocations are based on the 

current design and no additional investments are required. The developed algorithm may act 

as a part of that procedure by providing a tool well representative for such a process.  

9.2 Future work 

Some suggestions for the future work of the optimizing algorithm will here be presented. 

 The optimization routine simulated around 500 of the 36 million possible section 

point combinations. To reduce the potential risk of missing a global minimum point 

an additional optimization algorithm may be considered.  

 A model is not better than its inputs and finding relevant inputs are therefore 

essential when building a model. Inputs concerning reliability need to be improved by 

gathering more accurate data, for instance, by looking at larger systems or to consider 

the use of probability functions.  

 Although both simulations have generated a minimized result, an issue of rated 

current in feeders remains. Limitations involving power-flow analysis could therefore 

be conducted in the verification process in order to sort out additional unacceptable 

system structures.   

 Practical issues of maneuvering the switches must be considered by including the 

geographical distances and ownership of the stations into the optimization. 
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APPENDIX A — FLOW CHART OF THE ALGORITHM 

1. INPUTS
lines, stations, components, loops, 

connections

2. INITIALIZATION
 Create system structure 
 Initialize loops - iteration = 1

loop nr = 1, section nr = 1

4. VERIFICATION
Feeder structure 

acceptable

section nr <  
MAX(section nr)

YES

NO

YES

START

loop nr < 
MAX(loop nr)

section nr = section nr + 1

loop nr = loop nr + 1
section nr = 1

Iteration <
MAX(iteration)

iteration = iteration + 1
loop nr = 1

section nr = 1

7. GENERATE RELIABILITY
 Calculate system reliability
 Save and store SAIDI, 

ECOST and section points

END

3. GENERATE STRUCTURE
 Sectionalize 
 Create feeder structure 

5. INSERT COMPONENTS
 Create component structure 

6. FMEA
 Generate faliures and impacts 

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

8. OPTIMIZE SYSTEM
 Extract optimal SAIDI, ECOST and 

section points for this iteration
 Set optimal section points as 

initial sectioning
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APPENDIX B — STATION INPUT DATA 

(𝑖) (𝑁) (𝐸) 

𝑃𝑠 

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑑. 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒. 𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑟. 𝑠𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑙. 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑒. 

NODE ID 

NR OF 
CUSTOMERS 

[nr] 

ENERGY 
DEMAND 

[kWh] 
INDUSTRY 
[%ENERGY] 

TRADE AND 
SERVICES 
[%ENERGY] 

AGRICULTURAL 
[%ENERGY] 

PUBLIC 
SECTOR 

[%ENERGY] 
HOUSEHOLD 

[%ENERGY] 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 106 1 205 151 1 1 0 0 98 

3 92 1 091 494 0 23 0 0 77 

4 388 3 458 331 1 75 0 2 23 

5 159 2 080 678 1 10 0 0 89 

6 244 1 535 302 4 16 0 4 76 

7 94 1 270 963 0 13 0 0 87 

8 81 556 107 0 0 0 0 100 

9 59 1 411 013 0 61 0 1 38 

10 13 772 408 0 86 0 5 8 

11 62 957 300 0 2 0 0 98 

12 8 94 358 0 0 0 0 100 

13 4 65 688 0 0 41 0 59 

14 24 513 764 0 0 0 0 100 

15 10 185 206 4 33 0 24 38 

16 51 1 742 081 0 59 0 0 41 

17 3 379 645 0 95 1 4 0 

18 90 632 820 0 5 0 3 92 

19 154 2 361 289 1 0 0 0 99 

20 103 1 840 967 0 51 0 0 48 

21 231 2 030 351 5 27 0 4 63 

22 492 2 788 837 0 43 0 5 52 

23 325 1 754 587 2 52 0 3 42 

24 2 822 664 35 65 0 0 0 

25 66 1 000 259 19 11 0 0 70 

26 1 156 592 0 0 0 0 100 

27 1 2 131 882 100 0 0 0 0 

28 7 310 289 0 41 0 6 53 

29 1 2 642 262 100 0 0 0 0 

30 1 11 919 492 100 0 0 0 0 

31 1 637 017 100 0 0 0 0 

32 81 1 365 602 13 19 0 3 66 

33 2 2 488 0 100 0 0 0 

34 1 2 318 220 100 0 0 0 0 

35 71 1 109 314 1 0 0 0 99 

36 1 1 258 318 0 100 0 0 0 

37 45 924 479 30 51 0 3 16 

38 1 93 090 0 100 0 0 0 

39 13 1 937 578 63 37 0 0 0 

40 10 128 419 0 0 0 0 100 
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41 42 302 625 0 1 0 0 99 

42 33 248 014 0 3 0 0 97 

43 15 118 166 0 0 0 0 100 

44 18 110 614 0 0 0 0 100 

45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

49 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

52 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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APPENDIX C — LINE DATA 

 

LINE TYPE NODE CONNECTION 1 NODE CONNECTION 2 LENGTH (m) 

CABLE 1 3 892 

CABLE 1 4 1 393 

CABLE 1 20 1 431 

CABLE 1 22 1 410 

CABLE 1 23 534 

CABLE 1 32 689 

CABLE 1 38 431 

CABLE 2 7 637 

CABLE 2 24 665 

CABLE 3 2 541 

CABLE 4 6 517 

CABLE 5 7 394 

CABLE 6 5 512 

CABLE 6 9 758 

CABLE 7 11 650 

CABLE 8 10 358 

CABLE 9 8 726 

CABLE 11 14 614 

CABLE 15 49 1 

CABLE 16 18 625 

CABLE 16 49 255 

CABLE 17 19 848 

CABLE 18 19 919 

CABLE 20 16 461 

CABLE 21 20 593 

CABLE 21 23 454 

CABLE 22 19 581 

CABLE 22 21 525 

CABLE 23 4 221 

CABLE 24 50 338 

CABLE 25 32 821 

CABLE 26 28 173 

CABLE 27 26 234 

CABLE 28 29 628 

CABLE 31 30 206 

CABLE 31 51 514 

CABLE 33 32 373 

CABLE 34 25 452 

CABLE 35 25 386 

CABLE 35 51 447 

CABLE 36 32 171 

CABLE 36 37 333 
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CABLE 38 52 189 

CABLE 39 52 487 

CABLE 40 34 458 

CABLE 40 39 907 

CABLE 41 46 260 

CABLE 43 48 380 

CABLE 49 9 710 

CABLE 50 25 1 

CABLE 50 30 219 

CABLE 51 28 1 

CABLE 52 37 1 

OH-LINE 11 45 706 

OH-LINE 12 45 77 

OH-LINE 13 45 657 

OH-LINE 42 47 199 

OH-LINE 44 48 14 

OH-LINE 46 40 444 

OH-LINE 47 46 290 

OH-LINE 48 47 144 
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APPENDIX D — NODE CONNECTION INPUT 

 
NODE CONNECTION TO NODE 

1 22 23 4 3 38 32 20 

2 3 24 7     

3 2 1      

4 1 6 23     

5 6 7      

6 4 5 9     

7 5 11 2     

8 9 10      

9 49 8 6     

10 8       

11 7 14 45     

12 45       

13 45       

14 11       

15 49       

16 18 49 20     

17 19       

18 19 16      

19 18 17 22     

20 21 16 1     

21 23 20 22     

22 1 19 21     

23 1 21 4     

24 2 50      

25 34 32 35 50    

26 27 28      

27 26       

28 26 51 29     

29 28       

30 31 50      

31 30 51      

32 33 25 1 36    

33 32       

34 25 40      

35 25 51      

36 37 32      

37 36 52      

38 1 52      

39 52 40      

40 46 34 39     

41 46       

42 47       

43 48       
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44 48       

45 12 13 11     

46 40 47 41     

47 46 42 48     

48 47 43 44     

49 15 9 16     

50 25 24 30     

51 28 35 31     

52 38 39 37     
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APPENDIX E — ORIGINAL COMPONENTS MATRIX 

 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

3001 3001 3019 3019 3019 3032 3032 3032 3048 3054 3054 3054 3054 3054 3054 3054 3070 

4001 4001 4012 4012 4012 4018 4018 4018 4028 4031 4031 4031 4031 4031 4031 4031 4041 

3002 3002 3020 3020 3020 3033 3033 3033 3049 3055 3055 3055 3055 3055 3055 3055 3071 

3 3 4 4 4 22 22 22 23 2 32 32 32 32 32 32 38 

3003 3003 3021 3021 3021 3034 3034 3034 3050 3056 3056 3056 3056 3056 3065 3066 3072 

4002 4002 4013 4013 4013 4019 4019 4019 4029 4032 4032 4032 4032 4032 4038 4039 4042 

3004 3004 3022 3022 3022 3035 3035 3035 3051 3057 3057 3057 3057 3057 33 3067 52 

2 2 6 6 6 19 19 19 21 25 25 25 25 25   36 4043 

3005 3005 3023 3023 3023 3036 3038 3038 3052 3058 3058 3058 3058 3063   3068 3073 

4003 4003 4014 4014 4014 4020 4021 4021 4030 4033 4033 4033 4033 4037   4040 39 

3006 3006 3024 3024 3024 3037 3039 3039 3053 3059 3059 3059 3059 3064   3069   

24 24 5 5 5 17 18 18 20 34 34 34 34 35   37   

3007 3007 3025 3025 3025   3040 3040   3060 3060 3060 3060         

4004 4004 4015 4015 4015   4022 4022   4034 4034 4034 4034         

50 50 3026 3026 3026   3041 3041   3061 3061 3061 3061         

4005 4005 7 7 7   16 16   40 40 40 40         

3008 3008 3027 3027 3027   3042 3042   3062 3062 3062 3062         

30 30 4016 4016 4016   4023 4023   5004 5004 5004 5004         

3009 3009 3028 3028 3028   49 49   46 46 46 46         

4006 4006 11 11 11   4024 4027   4035 5005 5005 5005         

3010 3010 3029 3031 3031   3043 15   6003 47 47 47         

31 31 4017 5001 5001   9     41 5006 5007 5007         

3011 3011 3030 45 45   3044       6004 48 48         

4007 4007 14 5002 5003   4025       42 4036 5008         

51 51   6001 6002   3045         6005 6006         

4008 4008   12 13   8         43 44         

3012 3012         3046                     

28 28         4026                     

3013 3017         3047                     

4009 4011         10                     

3014 3018                               

26 29                               

3015                                 

4010                                 

3016                                 

27                                 
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APPENDIX F — MATLAB CODE (MODEL_OPT_SAIDI.M) 

 

%% 

%% 

% LIST of STAGES in FLOWCHART Appendix A and corresponding FUNCTIONS  

  

% STAGE 1 - import_excel.m  

% STAGE 2 - [embedded into this file]  

% STAGE 3 - structure_system.m 

% STAGE 4 - [embedded into this file] 

% STAGE 5 - insert_lines.m 

%         - insert_components.m 

% STAGE 6 - components_failure.m 

% STAGE 7 - [embedded into this file] 

% STAGE 8 - [embedded into this file] 

% PLOT    - create_topology.m 

%         - gplotdc.m 

%         - trimtreeplot.m 

%         - trimtreelayout.m 

  

  

% Author: Joakim Johansson 

% Email: tojojos@hotmail.com 

% Release: 1.0 

% Release Date: 3 july 2015 

  

  

%% 

clc 

clear all 

  

  

%% STAGE 1 - INPUTS 

  

% Import data from spreadsheets 

  

Data_System_connection = import_excel('data_system_connection.xlsx','Blad1','B2:U53'); 

    % Row 1-52 Each node representing a sec. substation 

    % Col 1-20 Current node's connection to other nodes 

     

Data_Ring_id = import_excel('data_ring_id.xlsx','Blad1','B2:K11'); 

    % Row 1-10  Ring structure number 1 to 10 

    % Col 1-20  Node point within current ring structure 

     

Data_Components = import_excel('data_components.xlsx','Blad1','B2:F6'); 

    % Col 3  Failure rate [f/(y*km)] 

    % Col 5  Repair time [h] 

    % Col 4  Switching time [h] 

    %                                   Comp-ID 

    % Row 1 Transformer, busbar         1-999 

    % Row 2 Switch, breaker             3001-3999 

    % Row 3 Cable                       4001-4999 

    % Row 4 Overhead line               5001-5999 

    % Row 5 Fuse                        6001-6999 

     

Data_Lines = import_excel('data_lines.xlsx', 'Blad1', 'C2:F62');   

    % Col 1 Node connection 1    

    % Col 2 Node connection 2    

    % Col 3 Length (m)   

    % Col 4 Type (1=cable, 2=overhead line) 

    % Col 5 ID nr (inserted later) 

            %cable=4000-4999 oh=5000-5999 

     

Data_Stations = import_excel('data_stations.xlsx', 'Blad1', 'B2:D53');  

Data_Stations = sortrows(Data_Stations); 

    % Col 1 Node ID 

    % Col 2 Number of customers  

    % Col 3 Energy annually supplied [kWh]   

    % Col 4 Type of node (inserted later)    

  

    % Col 5 Ring node  (inserted later)    

    % Ring_node=1; 

    % Radial_node=0; 

    %Col 6-7 Component before and after 

    %Col 8-9 Node before and after 

     

      

%% 

%% STAGE 2 - INITIALIZATION 

  

  

Data_Node_info(1)=0;   %Means have disconnectors 

Data_Node_info(2)=1;   %Means have a fuse 

Data_Node_info(3)=2;   %Means have no disconnector nor fuse 

Data_Node_info(4)=3;   %Means have transformer 

Data_Node_info(5)=1;   %Initial start node Main substation 
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%Create original system connection matrix 

%Total number of nodes 

Data_nr_of_nodes=size(Data_System_connection,1); 

  

  

%Total number of section points 

Data_nr_of_rings=size(Data_Ring_id,1); 

  

%Count nr of sectioning posibilities 

Data_nr_of_sections=zeros(Data_nr_of_rings,1); 

for i=1:1:Data_nr_of_rings 

    Data_nr_of_sections(i) = length(find(Data_Ring_id(i,:)>0)); 

end 

  

%Create original system connection matrix 

cl=1; 

rw=1; 

while rw<=Data_nr_of_nodes 

    store_node2=Data_System_connection(rw,cl); 

    if store_node2==0 

        rw=rw+1; 

        cl=1; 

    else 

        Data_system_matrix_original(rw,store_node2)=1; 

        cl=cl+1; 

    end 

end 

  

  

%OBS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

%Allt ovan ska ej ingå i loopen och måste sparas från variabel rensning 

   

  

%%  

%%  LOOP BEGINS 

  

  

%Original sektionering 

Sections_original=[2 3 

    4 5 

    4 5 

    2 3 

    3 4 

    3 4 

    3 4 

    1 2 

    3 4 

    1 2]; 

  

Sections_this_loop=Sections_original; 

  

  

%Initialization 

Orig_done=false; 

SAIDI_col=1; 

SAIDI_row=1; 

SAIDI_result=zeros(2000,50); 

Sections_tried_col=1; 

Section_start=1; 

NR_counter_sections_total_tries=0; 

NR_counter_bad_sections=0; 

NR_counter_good_sections=0; 

  

Loop_nr=1; 

  

%========================================================== 

%                  Number of iterations 

MaxLoops=8; 

  

%========================================================== 

  

  

while Loop_nr<=MaxLoops 

    if Loop_nr==4 

        aaaaa=1; 

    end 

     

     

    Current_ring=1; 

     

    NR_stored_saidis_all_rings_this_loop=0; 

    SAIDI_analys=0; 

    SAIDI_values=0; 

     

    %Denna loop motsvarar varje ring 

    while Current_ring<=Data_nr_of_rings 

        Section_nr_this_ring=1; 
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        SAIDI_row_2=1; 

        

  

        Sections=Sections_this_loop; 

        Sections(Current_ring,1)=1; 

        Sections(Current_ring,2)=2; 

         

         

        %Denna loop motsvarar ett sektionerings försök 

        while Section_nr_this_ring<Data_nr_of_sections(Current_ring) 

            %this loop is to check that the secionalizing is ok, that all nodes have been visited 

            %if not all nodes have been visited and node 1 has no more paths, this loop will break 

            while true 

                Feeders=0; 

                 

                InsertFaultSaidi=0; 

                NR_counter_sections_total_tries=NR_counter_sections_total_tries+1; 

                %här ska beräkningen in 

                 

               %% 

                %% INITIALIZATION for every SECTIONING 

                %----------------------------- 

                 

                Stations_data=Data_Stations; 

                Lines_data=Data_Lines; 

                NodeSubstation=Data_Node_info(5); 

                 

                RegularNode=Data_Node_info(1); 

                EndPointNode=Data_Node_info(2); 

                HelpNode=Data_Node_info(3); 

                StartNode=Data_Node_info(4); 

                 

                Nr_of_nodes=Data_nr_of_nodes; 

                  

                %Total number of lines 

                Nr_of_lines=size(Lines_data,1); 

                 

                 

                %Filling Data_stations with end point nod, help node, start node info 

                Nr_of_connections=zeros(Nr_of_nodes,1); 

                for i=1:1:Nr_of_nodes 

                    Nr_of_connections(i,1)=sum(Data_System_connection(i,:)~=0); %Count number of 

connections each node has 

                    % Type of node col 4 

                    if Nr_of_connections(i,1)==1 

                        Stations_data(i,4)=EndPointNode; 

                    end 

                    if Stations_data(i,2)==0 && Stations_data(i,1)~=NodeSubstation 

                        Stations_data(i,4)=HelpNode; 

                    end 

                    if Stations_data(i,1)==NodeSubstation 

                        Stations_data(i,4)=StartNode; 

                    end 

                end 

                 

                 

                %------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

                %Manually changing som regular nodes with only one connection (to avoid no disconnector) 

                Stations_data(10,6)=RegularNode; %Node 10 is regular 

                Stations_data(17,6)=RegularNode; %Node 17 is regular 

                Stations_data(14,6)=RegularNode; %Node 14 is regular 

                Stations_data(27,6)=RegularNode; %Node 27 is regular 

                Stations_data(29,6)=RegularNode; %Node 29 is regular 

                Stations_data(15,6)=HelpNode; %Node 15 is endpoint without fuse 

                Stations_data(33,6)=HelpNode; %Node 33 is endpoint without fuse 

                %-----------------------////////////////////////////////////////////////7 

                 

                %Filling Stations_data if node is within Ring (1) or Radial(0) col 5 

                Ring_nodes=unique(Data_Ring_id); 

                for i=1:1:Nr_of_nodes 

                    Stations_data(i,5)=ismember(Stations_data(i,1),Ring_nodes); 

                end 

                 

                %Create line id matrix and distance matrix 

                rw=1; 

                size_lines=size(Lines_data,1); 

                while rw<=size_lines 

                    node1=Lines_data(rw,1); 

                    node2=Lines_data(rw,2); 

                    Line_type(node1,node2)=Lines_data(rw,4); 

                    Line_type(node2,node1)=Lines_data(rw,4); 

                    Line_distance(node1,node2)=Lines_data(rw,3); 

                    Line_distance(node2,node1)=Lines_data(rw,3); 

                    rw=rw+1; 

                end 

                 

                %Initializes connection data with 20 columns representing maximum number of connections one 

node can have 

                Connections=zeros(Nr_of_nodes,20); 
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                %% 

                %%  STAGE 3 - SECTIONALIZING 

                %Sectionalize 

                System_matrix=Data_system_matrix_original; 

                rw=1; 

                while rw<=Data_nr_of_rings 

                    store_col1=Sections(rw,1); 

                    store_col2=Sections(rw,2); 

                    store_node1=Data_Ring_id(rw,store_col1); 

                    store_node2=Data_Ring_id(rw,store_col2); 

                    System_matrix(store_node1,store_node2)=0; 

                    System_matrix(store_node2,store_node1)=0; 

                    rw=rw+1; 

                end 

                                

                %Create new connections node data after sectioning 

                for rw=1:1:Nr_of_nodes 

                    cl=1; 

                    for cl2=1:1:Nr_of_nodes 

                        if System_matrix(rw,cl2)==1; 

                            Connections(rw,cl)=cl2; 

                            cl=cl+1; 

                        end 

                    end 

                end 

                %=============================== 

                %==== FELAKTIG SEKTIONERING ====  STAGE 4 (1/3) 

                %=============================== 

                if sum(Connections(1,:))==0 

                    InsertFaultSaidi=-1; 

                    NR_counter_bad_sections=NR_counter_bad_sections+1; 

                    break; 

                end 

                %% 

                %%  STAGE 3 - GENERATE FEEDER STRUCTURE 

                 

                % Columns representing  Feeder path nr 

                % Rows representing     Node point in current feeder path 

                 

                [ Feeders, NodesRemains, NR_counter_bad_sections ]=structure_system( 

NodeSubstation,Nr_of_connections, Nr_of_nodes, Connections, NR_counter_bad_sections ); 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                %=============================== 

                %==== FELAKTIG SEKTIONERING ====  STAGE 4 (3/3) 

                %=============================== 

                 

                %If there are nodes who have not been visited break this loop and 

                %sectionilize again 

                if NodesRemains 

                    InsertFaultSaidi=-1; 

                    NR_counter_bad_sections=NR_counter_bad_sections+1; 

                    break; 

                end 

                 

                FeedersRows=size(Feeders,1); 

                 

                %% 

                %%   STAGE 5 - GENERATE FEEDER STRUCTURE INCL. COMPONENTs 

                 

                 

                %  1-999        Node point (Transformer, busbar) 

                %  3001-3999    Disconnector 

                %  4001-4999    Cable 

                %  5001-5999    Overhead line 

                %  6001-6999    Fuse 

                 

                MaxNodes=size(Feeders,1); 

                MaxFeeders=size(Feeders,2); 

                 

                %INSERT LINES BETWEEN NODES INTO FeedersLines 

                [ FeedersLines,Line_id,Lines_data ] = insert_lines( 

Lines_data,Feeders,Line_type,NodeSubstation,MaxFeeders,MaxNodes); 

                 

                 

                %INSERT COMPONENTS BETWEEN LINES AND NODES INTO FeederComponents 

                [ FeedersComponents,Component_connections ] = insert_components( FeedersLines, 

Stations_data, NodeSubstation, MaxFeeders); 

                 

                %% 

                %%  STAGE 6 - GENERATE SYSTEM IMPACT 

                 

                % col 1 All components ID from 2.b 

                % row 1 Load point 1-52 
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                [ SystemFailureRate,SystemSwitchingTime,SystemRepairTime ] = components_failure( 

FeedersComponents,Component_connections, 

Nr_of_nodes,Feeders,NodeSubstation,Stations_data,EndPointNode,Ring_nodes,Data_Components,HelpNode,FeedersRo

ws,Line_id,Lines_data ); 

  

                 

                %calculate total outage time 

                SystemTotalTime=SystemRepairTime+SystemSwitchingTime; 

                 

                %calculate Unavailability U 

                 

                SystemUnavailability=SystemFailureRate.*SystemTotalTime; 

                SystemUnavailability(1,:)=SystemFailureRate(1,:); 

                SystemUnavailability(:,1)=SystemFailureRate(:,1); 

                 

                %% 

                %% STAGE 7 - LOAD POINT GATHERING AND RELIABILITY INDICES 

                 

                 

                ncol=size(SystemFailureRate,2); 

                nrow=size(SystemFailureRate,1); 

                %Gather Failure rate of each LP 

                LP_FailureRate=sum(SystemFailureRate(2:nrow,2:ncol),1)'; 

                LP_Unavailability=sum(SystemUnavailability(2:nrow,2:ncol),1)'; 

                % 

                SAIFI=sum(Stations_data(:,2).*LP_FailureRate)/sum(Stations_data(:,2),1); 

                SAIDI=sum(Stations_data(:,2).*LP_Unavailability)/sum(Stations_data(:,2),1); 

                CAIDI=SAIDI/SAIFI; 

                 

  

                 

                %Spara saidi för varje lyckad sektionering i en vektor 

                %Spara också varje motsvarande sektionering i en vektor 

                SAIDI_values(1,SAIDI_col)=SAIDI; 

                SAIDI_values(3:12,SAIDI_col)=Sections(:,1); 

                SAIDI_col=SAIDI_col+1; 

                 

                SAIDI_result(SAIDI_row,1)=SAIDI; 

                SAIDI_result(SAIDI_row:SAIDI_row+9,2)=Sections(:,1); 

                Feeders(20,:)=0; 

                Feeders(:,30)=0; 

                SAIDI_result(SAIDI_row:SAIDI_row+19,3:32)=Feeders; 

                SAIDI_row=SAIDI_row+20; 

                 

                SAIDI_analys(Section_nr_this_ring,Current_ring)=SAIDI; 

                 

                %SAIDI_row_2=SAIDI_row_2+1; 

                 

                %========================== 

                %=== STORE ORIGININAL ===== 

                %========================== 

                 

                %lagra orginal sektioneringens resultat 

                if isequal(Sections,Sections_original) && Orig_done==false 

                    SAIDI_Loop_Result(1,1)=SAIDI; 

                    SAIDI_Loop_Result(3:12,1)=Sections(:,1); 

                    for uu=1:1:Data_nr_of_rings 

                        a1(uu,1)=Data_Ring_id(uu,Sections(uu,1)); 

                        a2(uu,1)=Data_Ring_id(uu,Sections(uu,2)); 

                    end 

                    a3=arrayfun(@(x) [num2str(SAIDI(x))],1:1,'un',0)'; 

                    a4=arrayfun(@(x) [num2str(a1(x)) ' — ' num2str(a2(x))],1:Data_nr_of_rings,'un',0)'; 

                    SAIDI_Loop_Result2(1,Loop_nr)=a3(:); 

                    SAIDI_Loop_Result2(3:12,Loop_nr)=a4(:,1); 

                    Feeders_original=Feeders; 

                    

                    Orig_done=true; 

                end 

                 

                 

                 

                NR_counter_good_sections=NR_counter_good_sections+1; 

                NR_stored_saidis_all_rings_this_loop=NR_stored_saidis_all_rings_this_loop+1; 

                 

                break; 

                 

            end 

            %end för while true loopen som bryter om ej ok sektionering 

            %eller om en sektionering lyckats och är klar 

             

            if InsertFaultSaidi==-1 

                     SAIDI_analys(Section_nr_this_ring,Current_ring)=InsertFaultSaidi; 

            end 

             

            %% INCREASE - SECTIONING 

            %% 
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            %rensa alla variabler här för denna sektionering förutom några 

            %grundvärden 

            clearvars -except SAIDI_Loop_Result2 Feeders Feeders_lowest Feeders_original NodeSubstation 

Orig_done Sections_original SAIDI_Loop_Result Sections_this_loop Section_start Sections_tried SAIDI_result 

SAIDI_analys Sections_tried_col SAIDI_values SAIDI_col SAIDI_row SAIDI_row_2 Section_nr_this_ring Sections 

Loop_nr Current_ring NR_counter_bad_sections NR_counter_good_sections NR_counter_sections_total_tries 

NR_stored_saidis_all_rings_this_loop MaxLoops Data_System_connection Data_Components Data_Lines 

Data_Node_info Data_Ring_id Data_Stations Data_nr_of_nodes Data_system_matrix_original Data_nr_of_rings 

Data_nr_of_sections 

             

  

            Sections_tried(:,Sections_tried_col)=Sections(:,1); 

            Sections_tried_col=Sections_tried_col+1; 

             

            %här ökar sektioneringen ett steg 

            Sections(Current_ring,1)=Sections(Current_ring,1)+1; 

            Sections(Current_ring,2)=Sections(Current_ring,2)+1; 

             

            Section_nr_this_ring=Section_nr_this_ring+1; 

             

             

        end 

        %Avslutar sista sektioneringen på denna ring 

         

        Current_ring=Current_ring+1; 

         

         

    end 

    %Avslutar sista ringen på denna loop 

     

     

     

    %% STAGE 8 - OPTIMIZE, STORE LOWEST RESULT 

    %% 

     

    %Lagra lägsta SAIDI och motsvarande sektionering 

    [SAIDI_Lowest,Lowest_col]=min(SAIDI_values(1,NR_counter_good_sections-

NR_stored_saidis_all_rings_this_loop+1:NR_counter_good_sections)); 

    Sections_this_loop(:,1)=SAIDI_values(3:12,NR_counter_good_sections-

NR_stored_saidis_all_rings_this_loop+Lowest_col); 

    Sections_this_loop(:,2)=Sections_this_loop(:,1)+1; 

     

    SAIDI_Loop_Result(1,Loop_nr+1)=SAIDI_Lowest; 

    SAIDI_Loop_Result(3:12,Loop_nr+1)=Sections_this_loop(:,1); 

     

     

    for uu=1:1:Data_nr_of_rings 

        a1(uu,1)=Data_Ring_id(uu,Sections_this_loop(uu,1)); 

        a2(uu,1)=Data_Ring_id(uu,Sections_this_loop(uu,2)); 

    end 

    a3=arrayfun(@(x) [num2str(SAIDI_Lowest(x))],1:1,'un',0)'; 

    a4=arrayfun(@(x) [num2str(a1(x)) ' — ' num2str(a2(x))],1:Data_nr_of_rings,'un',0)'; 

    SAIDI_Loop_Result2(1,Loop_nr+1)=a3(:); 

    SAIDI_Loop_Result2(3:12,Loop_nr+1)=a4(:,1); 

     

     

    Startrow=SAIDI_row-NR_stored_saidis_all_rings_this_loop*20+(Lowest_col-1)*20; 

    Feeders_lowest=SAIDI_result(Startrow:Startrow+19,3:32); 

     

     

    if Loop_nr==8 

        for i=1:1:20 

            for j=1:1:30 

                nod_org=Feeders_original(i,j); 

                nod_best=Feeders_lowest(i,j); 

                if nod_org~=0 

                    Result_Feeders_customer_org(i,j)=Data_Stations(nod_org,2); 

                    Result_Feeders_energy_org(i,j)=Data_Stations(nod_org,3); 

                else 

                    Result_Feeders_customer_org(i,j)=0; 

                    Result_Feeders_energy_org(i,j)=0; 

                end 

                if nod_best~=0 

                    Result_Feeders_customer_best(i,j)=Data_Stations(nod_best,2); 

                    Result_Feeders_energy_best(i,j)=Data_Stations(nod_best,3); 

                else 

                    Result_Feeders_customer_best(i,j)=0; 

                    Result_Feeders_energy_best(i,j)=0; 

                end 

            end 

        end 

    end 

     

     

     

     

    Loop_nr=Loop_nr+1; 
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end 

  

  

 %% 

 %% PLOT TREESTRUCTURE 

  

%for the circles 

r=0.012; 

ang=0:0.005:2*pi;  

xp=r*cos(ang); 

yp=r*sin(ang); 

  

  

%create right order 

[Topology,Topology_names]=create_topology( Feeders_original,NodeSubstation ); 

[Topology2,Topology_names2]=create_topology( Feeders_lowest,NodeSubstation ); 

Names=str2double(Topology_names); 

Names2=str2double(Topology_names2); 

[x,y] = trimtreelayout(Topology); 

x = x'; 

y = y'; 

[x2,y2] = trimtreelayout(Topology2); 

x2 = x2'; 

y2 = y2'; 

  

  

%show graphs 

figure 

 subplot(1,2,1) % first subplot 

hold on 

  

%plot section points and lines 

A=zeros(Data_nr_of_rings*2,Data_nr_of_rings*2); 

 for i=1:1:Data_nr_of_rings 

    %store node numbers 

    Section_points_original(i,1)=Data_Ring_id(i,Sections_original(i,1)); 

    Section_points_original(i,2)=Data_Ring_id(i,Sections_original(i,2)); 

  

    %store xy positions 

    o1=x(find(Names==Section_points_original(i,1))); 

    o2=y(find(Names==Section_points_original(i,1))); 

    o3=x(find(Names==Section_points_original(i,2))); 

    o4=y(find(Names==Section_points_original(i,2))); 

    xy(i,1)=o1; 

    xy(i,2)=o2; 

    xy(i+10,1)=o3; 

    xy(i+10,2)=o4; 

  

    A(i,i+10)=1;    

    %draw circle 

    plot(o1+xp,o2+yp,'Color', [1 0.4 .4],'LineWidth',10); 

    plot(o3+xp,o4+yp,'Color', [1 0.4 .4],'LineWidth',10); 

%     plot(o1+xp,o2+yp,'Color', [0.8 0.8 .8],'LineWidth',10); 

%     plot(o3+xp,o4+yp,'Color', [0.8 0.8 .8],'LineWidth',10); 

 end 

 gplotdc(A,xy); 

 trimtreeplot(Topology); 

text(x(:,1), y(:,1),Topology_names , 'VerticalAlignment','middle','HorizontalAlignment','center') 

title(sprintf('Original topology SAIDI - %d loops', MaxLoops),'FontSize',12); 

%title(sprintf('jim eats %d apples/day',10)); 

hold off 

  

subplot(1,2,2) % second subplot 

hold on 

  

%plot section points and lines 

A2=zeros(Data_nr_of_rings*2,Data_nr_of_rings*2); 

 for i=1:1:Data_nr_of_rings 

    %store node numbers 

    Section_points_optimum(i,1)=Data_Ring_id(i,Sections_this_loop(i,1)); 

    Section_points_optimum(i,2)=Data_Ring_id(i,Sections_this_loop(i,2)); 

  

    %store xy positions 

    o1=x2(find(Names2==Section_points_optimum(i,1))); 

    o2=y2(find(Names2==Section_points_optimum(i,1))); 

    o3=x2(find(Names2==Section_points_optimum(i,2))); 

    o4=y2(find(Names2==Section_points_optimum(i,2))); 

    xy2(i,1)=o1; 

    xy2(i,2)=o2; 

    xy2(i+10,1)=o3; 

    xy2(i+10,2)=o4; 

    A2(i,i+10)=1;  

        

    %draw circle 

    plot(o1+xp,o2+yp,'Color', [1 0.4 .4],'LineWidth',10); 

    plot(o3+xp,o4+yp,'Color', [1 0.4 .4],'LineWidth',10); 

    %plot(o1+xp,o2+yp,'Color', [0.8 0.8 .8],'LineWidth',10); 

    %plot(o3+xp,o4+yp,'Color', [0.8 0.8 .8],'LineWidth',10); 

 end 
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  gplotdc(A2,xy2); 

trimtreeplot(Topology2); 

text(x2(:,1), y2(:,1),Topology_names2 , 'VerticalAlignment','middle','HorizontalAlignment','center') 

title(sprintf('Optimum topology SAIDI - %d loops', MaxLoops),'FontSize',12); 

  

  

  

figure 

  

subplot(1,2,1) % second subplot 

 trimtreeplot(Topology); 

text(x(:,1), y(:,1),Topology_names , 'VerticalAlignment','middle','HorizontalAlignment','center') 

title(sprintf('Original topology SAIDI - %d loops', MaxLoops),'FontSize',12); 

  

  

subplot(1,2,2) % second subplot 

trimtreeplot(Topology2); 

text(x2(:,1), y2(:,1),Topology_names2 , 'VerticalAlignment','middle','HorizontalAlignment','center') 

title(sprintf('Optimum topology SAIDI - %d loops', MaxLoops),'FontSize',12); 
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APPENDIX G — MATLAB CODE (MODEL_OPT_ECOST.M) 

 

%% 

%% 

% LIST of STAGES in FLOWCHART Appendix A and corresponding FUNCTIONS  

  

% STAGE 1 - import_excel.m  

% STAGE 2 - [embedded into this file]  

% STAGE 3 - structure_system.m 

% STAGE 4 - [embedded into this file] 

% STAGE 5 - insert_lines.m 

%         - insert_components.m 

% STAGE 6 - components_failure.m 

% STAGE 7 - [embedded into this file] 

% STAGE 8 - [embedded into this file] 

% PLOT    - create_topology.m 

%         - gplotdc.m 

%         - trimtreeplot.m 

%         - trimtreelayout.m 

  

  

% Author: Joakim Johansson 

% Email: tojojos@hotmail.com 

% Release: 1.0 

% Release Date: 3 july 2015 

  

%% 

clc 

clear all 

  

  

%% STAGE 1 - INPUTS 

  

% Import data from spreadsheets 

  

Data_System_connection = import_excel('data_system_connection.xlsx','Blad1','B2:U53'); 

    % Row 1-52 Each node representing a sec. substation 

    % Col 1-20 Current node's connection to other nodes 

     

Data_Ring_id = import_excel('data_ring_id.xlsx','Blad1','B2:K11'); 

    % Row 1-10  Ring structure number 1 to 10 

    % Col 1-20  Node point within current ring structure 

     

Data_Components = import_excel('data_components.xlsx','Blad1','B2:F6'); 

    % Col 3  Failure rate [f/(y*km)] 

    % Col 5  Repair time [h] 

    % Col 4  Switching time [h] 

    %                                   Comp-ID 

    % Row 1 Transformer, busbar         1-999 

    % Row 2 Switch, breaker             3001-3999 

    % Row 3 Cable                       4001-4999 

    % Row 4 Overhead line               5001-5999 

    % Row 5 Fuse                        6001-6999 

     

Data_Lines = import_excel('data_lines.xlsx', 'Blad1', 'C2:F62');   

    % Col 1 Node connection 1    

    % Col 2 Node connection 2    

    % Col 3 Length (m)   

    % Col 4 Type (1=cable, 2=overhead line) 

    % Col 5 ID nr (inserted later) 

            %cable=4000-4999 oh=5000-5999 

     

Data_Stations = import_excel('data_stations.xlsx', 'Blad1', 'B2:F53');  

Data_Stations = sortrows(Data_Stations); 

    % Col 1 Node ID 

    % Col 2 Number of customers  

    % Col 3 Energy annually supplied [kWh]   

    % Col 4 Type of node (inserted later)    

  

    % Col 5 Ring node  (inserted later)    

    % Ring_node=1; 

    % Radial_node=0; 

    %Col 6-7 Component before and after 

    %Col 8-9 Node before and after 

     

      

%% 

%% STAGE 2 - INITIALIZATION 

  

Data_Node_info(1)=0;   %Means have disconnectors 

Data_Node_info(2)=1;   %Means have a fuse 

Data_Node_info(3)=2;   %Means have no disconnector nor fuse 

Data_Node_info(4)=3;   %Means have transformer 

Data_Node_info(5)=1;   %Initial start node Main substation 
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%Create original system connection matrix 

%Total number of nodes 

Data_nr_of_nodes=size(Data_System_connection,1); 

  

  

%Total number of section points 

Data_nr_of_rings=size(Data_Ring_id,1); 

  

%Count nr of sectioning posibilities 

Data_nr_of_sections=zeros(Data_nr_of_rings,1); 

for i=1:1:Data_nr_of_rings 

    Data_nr_of_sections(i) = length(find(Data_Ring_id(i,:)>0)); 

end 

  

  

%Create original system connection matrix 

cl=1; 

rw=1; 

while rw<=Data_nr_of_nodes 

    store_node2=Data_System_connection(rw,cl); 

    if store_node2==0 

        rw=rw+1; 

        cl=1; 

    else 

        Data_system_matrix_original(rw,store_node2)=1; 

        cl=cl+1; 

    end 

end 

  

  

%OBS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

%Allt ovan ska ej ingå i loopen och måste sparas från variabel rensning 

   

  

%%  

%%  LOOP BEGINS 

  

%Original sektionering 

Sections_original=[2 3 

    4 5 

    4 5 

    2 3 

    3 4 

    3 4 

    3 4 

    1 2 

    3 4 

    1 2]; 

  

Sections_this_loop=Sections_original; 

  

  

%Initialization 

Orig_done=false; 

ECOST_col=1; 

ECOST_row=1; 

ECOST_result=zeros(2000,50); 

Sections_tried_col=1; 

Section_start=1; 

NR_counter_sections_total_tries=0; 

NR_counter_bad_sections=0; 

NR_counter_good_sections=0; 

rad=1; 

Loop_nr=1; 

  

%========================================================== 

%                  Number of iterations 

MaxLoops=9; 

  

%========================================================== 

  

  

while Loop_nr<=MaxLoops 

    if Loop_nr==4 

        aaaaa=1; 

    end 

     

     

    Current_ring=1; 

     

    NR_stored_ECOSTs_all_rings_this_loop=0; 

    ECOST_analys=0; 

    ECOST_values=0; 

     

    %Denna loop motsvarar varje ring 

    while Current_ring<=Data_nr_of_rings 

        Section_nr_this_ring=1; 

        ECOST_row_2=1; 
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        Sections=Sections_this_loop; 

        Sections(Current_ring,1)=1; 

        Sections(Current_ring,2)=2; 

         

         

        %Denna loop motsvarar ett sektionerings försök 

        while Section_nr_this_ring<Data_nr_of_sections(Current_ring) 

            %this loop is to check that the secionalizing is ok, that all nodes have been visited 

            %if not all nodes have been visited and node 1 has no more paths, this loop will break 

            while true 

                Feeders=0; 

                 

                InsertFaultECOST=0; 

                NR_counter_sections_total_tries=NR_counter_sections_total_tries+1; 

                %här ska beräkningen in 

                 

               

                %% 

                %% INITIALIZATION for every SECTIONING 

                %----------------------------- 

                 

                Stations_data=Data_Stations; 

                Lines_data=Data_Lines; 

                NodeSubstation=Data_Node_info(5); 

                 

                RegularNode=Data_Node_info(1); 

                EndPointNode=Data_Node_info(2); 

                HelpNode=Data_Node_info(3); 

                StartNode=Data_Node_info(4); 

                 

                Nr_of_nodes=Data_nr_of_nodes; 

                 

                %Total number of lines 

                Nr_of_lines=size(Lines_data,1); 

                 

                 

                %Filling Data_stations with end point nod, help node, start node info 

                Nr_of_connections=zeros(Nr_of_nodes,1); 

                for i=1:1:Nr_of_nodes 

                    Nr_of_connections(i,1)=sum(Data_System_connection(i,:)~=0); %Count number of 

connections each node has 

                    % Type of node col 4 

                    if Nr_of_connections(i,1)==1 

                        Stations_data(i,6)=EndPointNode; 

                    end 

                    if Stations_data(i,2)==0 && Stations_data(i,1)~=NodeSubstation 

                        Stations_data(i,6)=HelpNode; 

                    end 

                    if Stations_data(i,1)==NodeSubstation 

                        Stations_data(i,6)=StartNode; 

                    end 

                end 

                 

                 

                %------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

                %Manually changing som regular nodes with only one connection (to avoid no disconnector) 

                Stations_data(10,6)=RegularNode; %Node 10 is regular 

                Stations_data(17,6)=RegularNode; %Node 17 is regular 

                Stations_data(14,6)=RegularNode; %Node 14 is regular 

                Stations_data(27,6)=RegularNode; %Node 27 is regular 

                Stations_data(29,6)=RegularNode; %Node 29 is regular 

                Stations_data(15,6)=HelpNode; %Node 15 is endpoint without fuse 

                Stations_data(33,6)=HelpNode; %Node 33 is endpoint without fuse 

                %-----------------------////////////////////////////////////////////////7 

                 

                %Filling Stations_data if node is within Ring (1) or Radial(0) col 5 

                Ring_nodes=unique(Data_Ring_id); 

                for i=1:1:Nr_of_nodes 

                    Stations_data(i,7)=ismember(Stations_data(i,1),Ring_nodes); 

                end 

                 

                %Create line id matrix and distance matrix 

                rw=1; 

                size_lines=size(Lines_data,1); 

                while rw<=size_lines 

                    node1=Lines_data(rw,1); 

                    node2=Lines_data(rw,2); 

                    Line_type(node1,node2)=Lines_data(rw,4); 

                    Line_type(node2,node1)=Lines_data(rw,4); 

                    Line_distance(node1,node2)=Lines_data(rw,3); 

                    Line_distance(node2,node1)=Lines_data(rw,3); 

                    rw=rw+1; 

                end 

                 

                %Initializes connection data with 20 columns representing maximum number of connections one 

node can have 

                Connections=zeros(Nr_of_nodes,20); 
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                %% 

                %% STAGE 3 -  SECTIONALIZING 

  

                %Sectionalize 

                System_matrix=Data_system_matrix_original; 

                rw=1; 

                while rw<=Data_nr_of_rings 

                    store_col1=Sections(rw,1); 

                    store_col2=Sections(rw,2); 

                    store_node1=Data_Ring_id(rw,store_col1); 

                    store_node2=Data_Ring_id(rw,store_col2); 

                    System_matrix(store_node1,store_node2)=0; 

                    System_matrix(store_node2,store_node1)=0; 

                    rw=rw+1; 

                end 

                  

                %Create new connections node data after sectioning 

                for rw=1:1:Nr_of_nodes 

                    cl=1; 

                    for cl2=1:1:Nr_of_nodes 

                        if System_matrix(rw,cl2)==1; 

                            Connections(rw,cl)=cl2; 

                            cl=cl+1; 

                        end 

                    end 

                end 

                 

                %=============================== 

                %==== FELAKTIG SEKTIONERING ====  STAGE 4 (1/3) 

                %=============================== 

                if sum(Connections(1,:))==0 

                    InsertFaultECOST=-1; 

                    NR_counter_bad_sections=NR_counter_bad_sections+1; 

                    break; 

                end 

                 

                %% 

                %% STAGE 3 - GENERATE FEEDER STRUCTURE 

                 

                % Columns representing  Feeder path nr 

                % Rows representing     Node point in current feeder path 

                 

                [ Feeders, NodesRemains, NR_counter_bad_sections ]=structure_system( 

NodeSubstation,Nr_of_connections, Nr_of_nodes, Connections, NR_counter_bad_sections ); 

                 

  

                %=============================== 

                %==== FELAKTIG SEKTIONERING ====  STAGE 4 (3/3) 

                %=============================== 

                 

                %If there are nodes who have not been visited break this loop and 

                %sectionilize again 

                if NodesRemains 

                    InsertFaultECOST=-1; 

                    NR_counter_bad_sections=NR_counter_bad_sections+1; 

                    break; 

                end 

                 

                 

                FeedersRows=size(Feeders,1); 

                 

                %% 

                %% STAGE 5 - GENERATE FEEDER STRUCTURE INCL. COMPONENTs 

                 

                 

                %  1-999        Node point (Transformer, busbar) 

                %  3001-3999    Disconnector 

                %  4001-4999    Cable 

                %  5001-5999    Overhead line 

                %  6001-6999    Fuse 

                 

                MaxNodes=size(Feeders,1); 

                MaxFeeders=size(Feeders,2); 

                 

                %INSERT LINES BETWEEN NODES INTO FeedersLines 

                [ FeedersLines,Line_id,Lines_data ] = insert_lines( 

Lines_data,Feeders,Line_type,NodeSubstation,MaxFeeders,MaxNodes); 

                 

                 

                %INSERT COMPONENTS BETWEEN LINES AND NODES INTO FeederComponents 

                [ FeedersComponents,Component_connections ] = insert_components( FeedersLines, 

Stations_data, NodeSubstation, MaxFeeders); 

                 

                 

                 

                %% 

                %% STAGE 6 - GENERATE SYSTEM IMPACT 

                 

                % col 1 All components ID from 2.b 
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                % row 1 Load point 1-52 

                 

                [ SystemFailureRate,SystemSwitchingTime,SystemRepairTime ] = components_failure( 

FeedersComponents,Component_connections, 

Nr_of_nodes,Feeders,NodeSubstation,Stations_data,EndPointNode,Ring_nodes,Data_Components,HelpNode,FeedersRo

ws,Line_id,Lines_data ); 

  

                 

                %calculate total outage time 

                SystemTotalTime=SystemRepairTime+SystemSwitchingTime; 

                 

                %calculate Unavailability U 

                 

                SystemUnavailability=SystemFailureRate.*SystemTotalTime; 

                SystemUnavailability(1,:)=SystemFailureRate(1,:); 

                SystemUnavailability(:,1)=SystemFailureRate(:,1); 

                 

                %% 

                %% STAGE 7 - LOAD POINT GATHERING AND RELIABILITY INDICES 

                 

                 

                ncol=size(SystemFailureRate,2); 

                nrow=size(SystemFailureRate,1); 

                %Gather Failure rate of each LP 

                LP_FailureRate=sum(SystemFailureRate(2:nrow,2:ncol),1)'; 

                LP_Unavailability=sum(SystemUnavailability(2:nrow,2:ncol),1)'; 

                ENS(:,1)=(Stations_data(:,3).*LP_Unavailability)/8760; %Energy Not Supplied 

                ENS(:,2)=(Stations_data(:,3).*LP_FailureRate)/8760; %Power Not Supplied 

                ECOST_station(:,1)=Stations_data(:,4).*ENS(:,1); %Interuption energy cost 

                ECOST_station(:,2)=Stations_data(:,5).*ENS(:,2); %Interuption power cost 

                ECOST=sum(ECOST_station(:,1),1)+sum(ECOST_station(:,2),1); 

                %                 CAIDI=ECOST/SAIFI; 

                 

                 

                 

                %Spara ECOST för varje lyckad sektionering i en vektor 

                %Spara också varje motsvarande sektionering i en vektor 

                ECOST_values(1,ECOST_col)=ECOST; 

                ECOST_values(3:12,ECOST_col)=Sections(:,1); 

                ECOST_col=ECOST_col+1; 

                 

                ECOST_result(ECOST_row,1)=ECOST; 

                ECOST_result(ECOST_row:ECOST_row+9,2)=Sections(:,1); 

                Feeders(20,:)=0; 

                Feeders(:,30)=0; 

                ECOST_result(ECOST_row:ECOST_row+19,3:32)=Feeders; 

                ECOST_row=ECOST_row+20; 

                 

                ECOST_analys(Section_nr_this_ring,Current_ring)=ECOST; 

                 

                 

                 

                %========================== 

                %=== STORE ORIGININAL ===== 

                %========================== 

                 

                %lagra orginal sektioneringens resultat 

                if isequal(Sections,Sections_original) && Orig_done==false 

                    ECOST_Loop_Result(1,1)=ECOST; 

                    ECOST_Loop_Result(3:12,1)=Sections(:,1); 

                    for uu=1:1:Data_nr_of_rings 

                        a1(uu,1)=Data_Ring_id(uu,Sections(uu,1)); 

                        a2(uu,1)=Data_Ring_id(uu,Sections(uu,2)); 

                    end 

                    a3=arrayfun(@(x) [num2str(ECOST(x))],1:1,'un',0)'; 

                    a4=arrayfun(@(x) [num2str(a1(x)) ' — ' num2str(a2(x))],1:Data_nr_of_rings,'un',0)'; 

                    ECOST_Loop_Result2(1,Loop_nr)=a3(:); 

                    ECOST_Loop_Result2(3:12,Loop_nr)=a4(:,1); 

                     

                    Feeders_original=Feeders; 

                    

                    Orig_done=true; 

                end 

                 

                 

                 

                NR_counter_good_sections=NR_counter_good_sections+1; 

                NR_stored_ECOSTs_all_rings_this_loop=NR_stored_ECOSTs_all_rings_this_loop+1; 

                 

                break; 

                 

            end 

            %end för while true loopen som bryter om ej ok sektionering 

            %eller om en sektionering lyckats och är klar 

             

            if InsertFaultECOST==-1 

                     ECOST_analys(Section_nr_this_ring,Current_ring)=InsertFaultECOST; 

            end 
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            %% INCREASE - SECTIONING 

            %% 

  

             

            %rensa alla variabler här för denna sektionering förutom några 

            %grundvärden 

            clearvars -except ECOST_Loop_Result2 ECOST_analys_SAVED rad Feeders Feeders_lowest 

Feeders_original NodeSubstation Orig_done Sections_original ECOST_Loop_Result Sections_this_loop 

Section_start Sections_tried ECOST_result ECOST_analys Sections_tried_col ECOST_values ECOST_col ECOST_row 

ECOST_row_2 Section_nr_this_ring Sections Loop_nr Current_ring NR_counter_bad_sections 

NR_counter_good_sections NR_counter_sections_total_tries NR_stored_ECOSTs_all_rings_this_loop MaxLoops 

Data_System_connection Data_Components Data_Lines Data_Node_info Data_Ring_id Data_Stations 

Data_nr_of_nodes Data_system_matrix_original Data_nr_of_rings Data_nr_of_sections 

             

  

            Sections_tried(:,Sections_tried_col)=Sections(:,1); 

            Sections_tried_col=Sections_tried_col+1; 

             

            %här ökar sektioneringen ett steg 

            Sections(Current_ring,1)=Sections(Current_ring,1)+1; 

            Sections(Current_ring,2)=Sections(Current_ring,2)+1; 

             

            Section_nr_this_ring=Section_nr_this_ring+1; 

             

             

             

             

             

        end 

        %Avslutar sista sektioneringen på denna ring 

         

        Current_ring=Current_ring+1; 

         

         

    end 

    %Avslutar sista ringen på denna loop 

     

     

     

    %% STAGE 8 - OPTIMIZE, STORE LOWEST RESULT 

    %% 

     

    %Lagra lägsta ECOST och motsvarande sektionering 

    [ECOST_Lowest,Lowest_col]=min(ECOST_values(1,NR_counter_good_sections-

NR_stored_ECOSTs_all_rings_this_loop+1:NR_counter_good_sections)); 

    Sections_this_loop(:,1)=ECOST_values(3:12,NR_counter_good_sections-

NR_stored_ECOSTs_all_rings_this_loop+Lowest_col); 

    Sections_this_loop(:,2)=Sections_this_loop(:,1)+1; 

     

    ECOST_Loop_Result(1,Loop_nr+1)=ECOST_Lowest; 

    ECOST_Loop_Result(3:12,Loop_nr+1)=Sections_this_loop(:,1); 

     

    for uu=1:1:Data_nr_of_rings 

        a1(uu,1)=Data_Ring_id(uu,Sections_this_loop(uu,1)); 

        a2(uu,1)=Data_Ring_id(uu,Sections_this_loop(uu,2)); 

    end 

    a3=arrayfun(@(x) [num2str(ECOST_Lowest(x))],1:1,'un',0)'; 

    a4=arrayfun(@(x) [num2str(a1(x)) ' — ' num2str(a2(x))],1:Data_nr_of_rings,'un',0)'; 

    ECOST_Loop_Result2(1,Loop_nr+1)=a3(:); 

    ECOST_Loop_Result2(3:12,Loop_nr+1)=a4(:,1); 

     

    Startrow=ECOST_row-NR_stored_ECOSTs_all_rings_this_loop*20+(Lowest_col-1)*20; 

    Feeders_lowest=ECOST_result(Startrow:Startrow+19,3:32); 

     

    ECOST_analys_SAVED(rad:rad+8,1:10)=ECOST_analys; 

    rad=rad+10; 

     

     

    if Loop_nr==9 

        for i=1:1:20 

            for j=1:1:30 

                nod_org=Feeders_original(i,j); 

                nod_best=Feeders_lowest(i,j); 

                if nod_org~=0 

                    Result_Feeders_customer_org(i,j)=Data_Stations(nod_org,2); 

                    Result_Feeders_energy_org(i,j)=Data_Stations(nod_org,3); 

                else 

                    Result_Feeders_customer_org(i,j)=0; 

                    Result_Feeders_energy_org(i,j)=0; 

                end 

                if nod_best~=0 

                    Result_Feeders_customer_best(i,j)=Data_Stations(nod_best,2); 

                    Result_Feeders_energy_best(i,j)=Data_Stations(nod_best,3); 

                else 

                    Result_Feeders_customer_best(i,j)=0; 

                    Result_Feeders_energy_best(i,j)=0; 

                end 

            end 

        end 
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    end 

     

    Loop_nr=Loop_nr+1; 

     

end 

  

  

  

  

 %% 

 %% PLOT TREESTRUCTURE 

  

%for the circles 

r=0.012; 

ang=0:0.005:2*pi;  

xp=r*cos(ang); 

yp=r*sin(ang); 

  

  

%create right order 

[Topology,Topology_names]=create_topology( Feeders_original,NodeSubstation ); 

[Topology2,Topology_names2]=create_topology( Feeders_lowest,NodeSubstation ); 

Names=str2double(Topology_names); 

Names2=str2double(Topology_names2); 

[x,y] = trimtreelayout(Topology); 

x = x'; 

y = y'; 

[x2,y2] = trimtreelayout(Topology2); 

x2 = x2'; 

y2 = y2'; 

  

  

%show graphs 

figure 

 subplot(1,2,1) % first subplot 

hold on 

  

%plot section points and lines 

A=zeros(Data_nr_of_rings*2,Data_nr_of_rings*2); 

 for i=1:1:Data_nr_of_rings 

    %store node numbers 

    Section_points_original(i,1)=Data_Ring_id(i,Sections_original(i,1)); 

    Section_points_original(i,2)=Data_Ring_id(i,Sections_original(i,2)); 

  

    %store xy positions 

    o1=x(find(Names==Section_points_original(i,1))); 

    o2=y(find(Names==Section_points_original(i,1))); 

    o3=x(find(Names==Section_points_original(i,2))); 

    o4=y(find(Names==Section_points_original(i,2))); 

    xy(i,1)=o1; 

    xy(i,2)=o2; 

    xy(i+10,1)=o3; 

    xy(i+10,2)=o4; 

  

    A(i,i+10)=1;    

    %draw circle 

    plot(o1+xp,o2+yp,'Color', [1 0.4 .4],'LineWidth',10); 

    plot(o3+xp,o4+yp,'Color', [1 0.4 .4],'LineWidth',10); 

%     plot(o1+xp,o2+yp,'Color', [0.8 0.8 .8],'LineWidth',10); 

%     plot(o3+xp,o4+yp,'Color', [0.8 0.8 .8],'LineWidth',10); 

 end 

 gplotdc(A,xy); 

 trimtreeplot(Topology); 

text(x(:,1), y(:,1),Topology_names , 'VerticalAlignment','middle','HorizontalAlignment','center') 

title(sprintf('Original topology ECOST - %d loops', MaxLoops),'FontSize',12); 

hold off 

  

subplot(1,2,2) % second subplot 

hold on 

  

%plot section points and lines 

A2=zeros(Data_nr_of_rings*2,Data_nr_of_rings*2); 

 for i=1:1:Data_nr_of_rings 

    %store node numbers 

    Section_points_optimum(i,1)=Data_Ring_id(i,Sections_this_loop(i,1)); 

    Section_points_optimum(i,2)=Data_Ring_id(i,Sections_this_loop(i,2)); 

  

    %store xy positions 

    o1=x2(find(Names2==Section_points_optimum(i,1))); 

    o2=y2(find(Names2==Section_points_optimum(i,1))); 

    o3=x2(find(Names2==Section_points_optimum(i,2))); 

    o4=y2(find(Names2==Section_points_optimum(i,2))); 

    xy2(i,1)=o1; 

    xy2(i,2)=o2; 

    xy2(i+10,1)=o3; 

    xy2(i+10,2)=o4; 

    A2(i,i+10)=1;  

        

    %draw circle 
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    plot(o1+xp,o2+yp,'Color', [1 0.4 .4],'LineWidth',10); 

    plot(o3+xp,o4+yp,'Color', [1 0.4 .4],'LineWidth',10); 

    %plot(o1+xp,o2+yp,'Color', [0.8 0.8 .8],'LineWidth',10); 

    %plot(o3+xp,o4+yp,'Color', [0.8 0.8 .8],'LineWidth',10); 

 end 

  gplotdc(A2,xy2); 

trimtreeplot(Topology2); 

text(x2(:,1), y2(:,1),Topology_names2 , 'VerticalAlignment','middle','HorizontalAlignment','center') 

title(sprintf('Optimum topology ECOST - %d loops', MaxLoops),'FontSize',12); 

  

  

  

figure 

  

subplot(1,2,1) % second subplot 

 trimtreeplot(Topology); 

text(x(:,1), y(:,1),Topology_names , 'VerticalAlignment','middle','HorizontalAlignment','center') 

title(sprintf('Original topology ECOST - %d loops', MaxLoops),'FontSize',12); 

  

  

subplot(1,2,2) % second subplot 

trimtreeplot(Topology2); 

text(x2(:,1), y2(:,1),Topology_names2 , 'VerticalAlignment','middle','HorizontalAlignment','center') 

title(sprintf('Optimum topology ECOST - %d loops', MaxLoops),'FontSize',12); 
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APPENDIX H — MATLAB CODE (INSERT_COMPONENTS.M) 

 
function [ FeedersComponents,Component_connections ] = insert_components( FeedersLines, Data_Stations, 

NodeSubstation, MaxFeeders) 

  
%insert_components - STAGE 5 (Appendix A) - GENERATE FEEDER STRUCTURE INCL. COMPONENTs 

  
%  1-999        Node point (Busbar) 
%  1001-1999    Transformer 

  
%  3001-3999    Disconnector 
%  4001-4999    Cable 
%  5001-5999    Overhead line 
%  6001-6999    Fuse 

  
counter_disconnector=3001; 
counter_fuse=6001; 

  
raknare=1; 
MaxLines=size(FeedersLines,1); 
FeedersComponents(1,1)=NodeSubstation; %Insert first node 

  

  

  
col=1; 
while col<=MaxFeeders 

     
    row_lines=1; 
    %counter_node=1; 
    FeederCurrent=FeedersLines(:,col); 

     
    NodeCurrent=FeederCurrent(row_lines); 
    LineNext=FeederCurrent(row_lines+1); 
    NodeNext=FeederCurrent(row_lines+2); 

     
    row_comp=1; 

     
    while row_lines<=MaxLines 

         
        flag=0; 
        %For all but first column, Prevent double line id 
        if col~=1 
            %jumping rows if same as previous feeder 

             
            if NodeCurrent==FeedersLines(row_lines,col-1) && NodeNext==FeedersLines(row_lines+2,col-1) 

                 
                %Jump four if regular to regular (node-> disc-> line-> disc-> node) 
                if (Data_Stations(NodeCurrent,4)==0 || Data_Stations(NodeCurrent,4)==3) && 

Data_Stations(NodeNext,4)==0 
                    row_comp=row_comp+4; 
                end 
                %Jump three if regular to help (node-> disc-> line-> node) 
                if (Data_Stations(NodeCurrent,4)==0 || Data_Stations(NodeCurrent,4)==3) && 

Data_Stations(NodeNext,4)==2 
                    row_comp=row_comp+3; 
                end 
                %Jump three if help to regular (node-> line-> disc-> node) 
                if Data_Stations(NodeCurrent,4)==2 && Data_Stations(NodeNext,4)==0 
                    row_comp=row_comp+3; 
                end 
                %Jump two if help to help (node-> line-> node) 
                if Data_Stations(NodeCurrent,4)==2 && Data_Stations(NodeNext,4)==2 
                    row_comp=row_comp+2; 
                end 

                 
                NodeCurrent=FeederCurrent(row_lines); 
                LineNext=FeederCurrent(row_lines+1); 
                NodeNext=FeederCurrent(row_lines+2); 
                flag=1; 
            end 
        end 

         
        if flag~=1 

             
            %Insert start component or fuse 
            %If current node type is regular=0, end point=1, help_node=2, startnod=3 insert components 

accordingly 

             
            if Data_Stations(NodeCurrent,4)==0 || Data_Stations(NodeCurrent,4)==3 
                row_comp=row_comp+1; 
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                FeedersComponents(row_comp,col)=counter_disconnector; 

                 
                %Store data of components 
                Component_connections(raknare,1)=counter_disconnector; 
                Component_connections(raknare,2)=NodeCurrent; 
                raknare=raknare+1; 
                counter_disconnector=counter_disconnector+1; 
            end 

             
            %Insert line from previous 
            row_comp=row_comp+1; 
            FeedersComponents(row_comp,col)=LineNext; 

             

             
            %Insert end component or not 
            %If current node type is regular=0, radial=1, help_node=2, startnode=3 insert components 

accordingly 
            if Data_Stations(NodeNext,4)==0 || Data_Stations(NodeNext,4)==3 
                row_comp=row_comp+1; 
                FeedersComponents(row_comp,col)=counter_disconnector; 

                 
                %Store data of components 
                Component_connections(raknare,1)=counter_disconnector; 
                Component_connections(raknare,2)=NodeNext; 
                raknare=raknare+1; 
                counter_disconnector=counter_disconnector+1; 
            end 
            if Data_Stations(NodeNext,4)==1 
                row_comp=row_comp+1; 
                FeedersComponents(row_comp,col)=counter_fuse; 

                 
                %Store data of components 
                Component_connections(raknare,1)=counter_fuse; 
                Component_connections(raknare,2)=NodeNext; 
                raknare=raknare+1; 
                counter_fuse=counter_fuse+1; 
            end 

             
            %Insert node 
            row_comp=row_comp+1; 
            FeedersComponents(row_comp,col)=NodeNext; 
        end 

         
        row_lines=row_lines+2; %Jumps two steps to come to a node and not a line 
        NodeCurrent=FeederCurrent(row_lines); 

         
        if row_lines<(MaxLines-1)   %-1 because of two step jumping 
            NodeNext=FeederCurrent(row_lines+2); 
            LineNext=FeederCurrent(row_lines+1); 
            if NodeNext==0 
                break; 
            end 
        end 

         
        if row_lines==(MaxLines) || row_lines==(MaxLines-1)  %-1 because of two step jumping 
            break; 
        end 
    end 
    col=col+1; 
end 

  

  
%Fill matrix with full feeders components 
%FeedersComponents=FeedersLines; 
cll=1; 
while cll<size(FeedersComponents,2) 
    rww=1; 
    cll=cll+1; 
    while rww<size(FeedersComponents,1) 
        if FeedersComponents(rww,cll)~=0 
            break; 
        else 
            FeedersComponents(rww,cll)=FeedersComponents(rww,cll-1); 
            rww=rww+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 

  

  
end 
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APPENDIX I — MATLAB CODE (COMPONENTS_FAILURE.M) 

function [ SystemFailureRate,SystemSwitchingTime,SystemRepairTime ] = components_failure( 

FeedersComponents,Component_connections, Nr_of_nodes 

,Feeders,NodeSubstation,Stations_data,EndPointNode,Ring_nodes,Data_Components,HelpNode,FeedersRows,Line_id,

Lines_data) 
%components_failure - STAGE 6 (Appendix A) - GENERATE SYSTEM IMPACT (FMEA+Analytical)  

  
%Sorts every used component in column 1 
SystemComponents = unique(FeedersComponents); 
SystemRepairTime = SystemComponents; 
SystemSwitchingTime=SystemComponents; 
SystemFailureRate=SystemComponents; 

  
Nr_of_components=size(SystemComponents,1)-1; %First row is a zero and shouldnt be included 
FeederComponentsRows=size(FeedersComponents,1); 

  

  
%Generate loadpoints in every column in first row 
for i=1:1:Nr_of_nodes 
    SystemRepairTime(1,i+1)=i; 
    SystemSwitchingTime(1,i+1)=i; 
    SystemFailureRate(1,i+1)=i; 
end 

  

  

  
%This loop goes through every component in the system 
j=1; %Makes the loop start at row 1+1 to not include value 0 
while j<=Nr_of_components 

     
    IsTransformer=false; 
    IsNode=false; 
    IsDisconnector=false; 
    IsFuse=false; 
    IsLine=false; 
    IsStartPoint=false; 
    IsEndPoint=false; 
    IsHelpNode=false; 
    IsStationComponent=false; 
    NodeImpact=0; 
    FeederSwitcherNodes=Feeders*0; 
    FeederFailureNodes=Feeders*0; 
    FeederRepairNodes=Feeders*0; 

     
    j=j+1; 

     
    CurrentComponent=SystemComponents(j,1); 

     
    if CurrentComponent>=1 && CurrentComponent<=999 
        if CurrentComponent==NodeSubstation 
            IsStartPoint=true; 
        else 
            IsNode=true; 
        end 
        if Stations_data(CurrentComponent,6)==EndPointNode 
            IsEndPoint=true; 
        end 
    end 
    if CurrentComponent>=1000 && CurrentComponent<=1999 
        IsTransformer=true; 
        IsStartPoint=true; 
    end 
    if CurrentComponent>=3000 && CurrentComponent<=3999 
        IsDisconnector=true; 
    end 
    if CurrentComponent>=6000 && CurrentComponent<=6999 
        IsFuse=true; 
    end 
    if CurrentComponent>=4000 && CurrentComponent<=5999 
        IsLine=true; 
    end 

     
    if CurrentComponent>999 
        f=find(Component_connections(:,1)==CurrentComponent); 
        e=Component_connections(f,2); 
        if Stations_data(e,6)==EndPointNode 
            IsEndPoint=true; 
        end 
    end 
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    %Current component found 
    [Component_rows,Component_cols] = find(FeedersComponents==CurrentComponent); 
    Current_Comp_amount=size(Component_rows,1); 

     

     
    %This loop goes through current component in each feeder that it is 
    %found, NodeImpact is the node affected by component failure, for line 
    %it is NodeImpactbefore and NodeImpactafter that is affected 
    ii=0; 
    while ii<Current_Comp_amount 

         
        NodeImpactBefore=false; 
        NodeImpactAfter=false; 
        IsNodeWithinRing=false; 
        IsNodeBeforeRing=false; 
        IsNodeAfterRing=false; 
        IsLineWithinRing=false; 
        check1=false; 
        check2=false; 

         

         
        ii=ii+1; 
        StartRow=Component_rows(ii); 
        CurrentFeeder=Component_cols(ii); 

         
        if IsStartPoint 
            NodeImpact=CurrentComponent; 
        end 

         
        if IsNode 
            NodeImpact=CurrentComponent; 
        end 

         

         
        if IsDisconnector || IsFuse || IsTransformer 
            c=find(Component_connections(:,1)==CurrentComponent); 
            NodeImpact=Component_connections(c,2); 
            if NodeImpact==NodeSubstation 
                IsStartPoint=true; 
            end 
        end 

         

         
        if IsEndPoint 
            if CurrentComponent<=999 
                NodeImpact=CurrentComponent; 
            end 

             
        end 

         
        if IsLine 
            %Find direction of line, dont know which node is first 
            [Node1,Node2] = find(Line_id==CurrentComponent); %Finds two matches but use only first 
            Node1=Node1(1); 
            Node2=Node2(1); 
            FeedersCurrentLine = (Feeders==Node1 | Feeders==Node2); 
            summa=sum(FeedersCurrentLine,1); 
            [column_found] = find(summa==2,1,'first'); 
            row_found = find(FeedersCurrentLine(:,column_found),1,'first'); 

             
            NodeImpactBefore=Feeders(row_found,column_found); 
            NodeImpactAfter=Feeders(row_found+1,column_found); 

             
            check1=ismember(NodeImpactBefore, Ring_nodes); 
            check2=ismember(NodeImpactAfter, Ring_nodes); 
            if check1 && check2 
                IsLineWithinRing=true; 
            end 
            %_____________________________________ 
            %Ev kunna lägga till kolumn 5 i DataLines där linjen är 
            %within ring eller inte 
        end 

         

         

         
        %För att använda vid repair time 
        if not(IsLine) 
            IsStationComponent=true; 
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            IsNodeWithinRing=ismember(NodeImpact, Ring_nodes); 

             
            NodeFoundInRow=find(Feeders(:,CurrentFeeder)==NodeImpact); 
            if not(IsStartPoint) 
                NodeImpactBefore=Feeders(NodeFoundInRow-1,CurrentFeeder); 
                IsNodeBeforeRing=ismember(NodeImpactBefore, Ring_nodes); 
            end 
            if not(IsEndPoint) 
                NodeImpactAfter=Feeders(NodeFoundInRow+1,CurrentFeeder); 
                IsNodeAfterRing=ismember(NodeImpactAfter, Ring_nodes); 
            end 
        end 

         
        %AFFECTED NODES REPAIR TIME FOR CURRENT COMPONENT 
        %lllllllllllllll 
        %llllllllllll 
        %För stationer........... 
        %Hämta info om vilken nod som kommer efter nuvarande nod 
        %är det en radial drabbas Nuvarande nod OCH alla Efter nuvarande nod 
        %är det en ring drabbas endast Nuvarande nod 

         
        %För linjer 
        %Hämta info om föregående nod och eftergående nod 
        %är före ELLER efter radial drabbas alla Efter 
        %är någon ring drabbas ingen 

         
        %Antingen IsStationComponent eller IsLine 

         
        if IsStationComponent 
            if IsNodeAfterRing 
                FeederRepairNodes(NodeFoundInRow,CurrentFeeder)=Feeders(NodeFoundInRow,CurrentFeeder); 
            else %if else next is a radial 
                

FeederRepairNodes(NodeFoundInRow:FeedersRows,CurrentFeeder)=Feeders(NodeFoundInRow:FeedersRows,CurrentFeede

r); 
            end 
        end 
        if IsLine 
            if IsLineWithinRing 
                %nothing is affected as it can be sectionalized, only affected 
                %by switching time in another function 
            else 
                foundinrow=find(Feeders(:,CurrentFeeder)==NodeImpactAfter); 
                

FeederRepairNodes(foundinrow:FeedersRows,CurrentFeeder)=Feeders(foundinrow:FeedersRows,CurrentFeeder); 
            end 
        end 

         

         

         

         
        %AFFECTED NODES SWITCH TIME AND FAILURE RATE FOR CURRENT COMPONENT 
        %Matrix filling affected nodes for every feeder this component 
        FeederSwitcherNodes(:,CurrentFeeder)=Feeders(:,CurrentFeeder); 
        FeederFailureNodes(:,CurrentFeeder)=Feeders(:,CurrentFeeder); 

         

         

         
    end 

     
    %Sorting  affected nodes for every feeder this component 
    NodesImpactSwitcher=unique(FeederSwitcherNodes); 
    NodesImpactFailure=unique(FeederFailureNodes); 
    NodesImpactRepair=unique(FeederRepairNodes); 
    aaaaa=1; 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

    
    %Just to see the first ID-number in current component's serie 
    CurrentSeriesStartNr=floor(CurrentComponent/1000)*1000+1; 

     
    %Store current components repair time, switch time 
    CurrentComponentFoundInRow=find(Data_Components(:,1)==CurrentSeriesStartNr); 
    CurrentComponentRepairTime=Data_Components(CurrentComponentFoundInRow,5); 
    CurrentComponentSwitchTime=Data_Components(CurrentComponentFoundInRow,4); 
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    %Store current components failure rate 
    if IsLine 
        rowrow=find(Lines_data(:,5)==CurrentComponent); 
        CurrentLineLength=Lines_data(rowrow,3)/1000;%in km 
        CurrentComponentFailureRate=CurrentLineLength*Data_Components(CurrentComponentFoundInRow,3); 
    else 
        CurrentComponentFailureRate=Data_Components(CurrentComponentFoundInRow,3); 
        if CurrentComponent<=Nr_of_nodes 
            if Stations_data(CurrentComponent,6)==HelpNode 
                CurrentComponentFailureRate=0; 
            end 
        end 

         
    end 

     

     

     
    %GENERATE FAILURE RATE MATRIX 
    for i=2:1:size(NodesImpactFailure) %not include first row which is a zero 
        LP=NodesImpactFailure(i); 
        rowInSys=find(SystemFailureRate(:,1)==CurrentComponent); 
        SystemFailureRate(rowInSys,LP+1)=CurrentComponentFailureRate; %-----------------------here is 

failure rate inserted dependent on which component 
    end 

     
    %GENERATE SWITCH TIME MATRIX 
    for i=2:1:size(NodesImpactSwitcher) %not include first row which is a zero 
        LP=NodesImpactSwitcher(i); 
        rowInSys=find(SystemSwitchingTime(:,1)==CurrentComponent); 
        SystemSwitchingTime(rowInSys,LP+1)=CurrentComponentSwitchTime; %-----------------------here is 

switch time inserted dependent on which component 
    end 

     

     
    %GENERATE REPAIR TIME MATRIX 
    for i=2:1:size(NodesImpactRepair) %not include first row which is a zero 
        LP=NodesImpactRepair(i); 
        rowInSys=find(SystemRepairTime(:,1)==CurrentComponent); 
        SystemRepairTime(rowInSys,LP+1)=CurrentComponentRepairTime; %-----------------------here is repair 

time inserted dependent on which component 
    end 

     
end 

  

  

  

  

  

  
end 
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APPENDIX J — MATLAB CODE (STRUCTURE_SYSTEM.M) 

function [ Feeders, NodesRemains, NR_counter_bad_sections ] = structure_system( NodeSubstation, 

Nr_of_connections, Nr_of_nodes, Connections, NR_counter_bad_sections ) 
%structure_system - STAGE 3 (Appendix A) - GENERATE FEEDER STRUCTURE 

%   Detailed explanation goes here 

  

  

  
CurrentNode=NodeSubstation; 
FeederRow=1; 
FeederNr=1; 
ConnectionNr=1; 
MultipleNodes=zeros(100,1); 
MultipleNodes(1,1)=CurrentNode; 
PreviousNode=1; 
MultipleNodeRow=2; 

  
MultipleNodeLatest_pre_node=NodeSubstation; 
flag=0; 
NodesRemains=false; 
for i=1:1:Nr_of_nodes 
    NodesRemaining(i)=i; 
end 

  
while CurrentNode<(Nr_of_nodes+1) 

     
    %Store which node has the latest multiple connections 
    if Nr_of_connections(CurrentNode,1)>2 && CurrentNode~=1 
        %NewFeeder=1;                            %If a node has multiple connections add flag for new 

feeder 
        MultipleNodes(MultipleNodeRow,1)=CurrentNode;       %Store which node has the latest multiple 

connections 
        MultipleNodeRow=MultipleNodeRow+1; 
        %         Feeders(1,1)=0; 
        MultipleNodeLatest_pre_node=PreviousNode; 

         
    end 
    MultipleNodeLatest=MultipleNodes(MultipleNodeRow-1,1); 

     

     
    %If there are no more connections on current multiple node, turn on previous multiple node 
    if Connections(MultipleNodeLatest,1)==0 
        k=1; 
        a=MultipleNodeRow-1-k; 
        if a==0 
            break; 
        end 
        MultipleNodeLatest=MultipleNodes(a,1); 
        k=k+1; 
    end 

     

     

     
    %% STORE in FEEDERS 

     
    %Store point in Feeders matrix 
    Feeders(FeederRow,FeederNr)=CurrentNode; 
    o = find(NodesRemaining==CurrentNode); 
    NodesRemaining(o)=0; 

     
    %% Control if next node is OK 

     

     
    NextNode=Connections(CurrentNode,ConnectionNr); 

     

     
    %=============================== 
    %==== FELAKTIG SEKTIONERING ====  STAGE 4 (2/3) 
    %=============================== 
    %    återvänder till nod 1 

     
    if NextNode==1 
        NodesRemains=true; 
        InsertFaultECOST=-1; 
        break; 
    end 

     

     

     
    %If end of line then start from substation node 1 
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    if NextNode==0 

         
        %här ska kollas if node 1 inte har några connenction 
        %och current nod är node 1 
        %gör .... ta bort sista kolumnen i feeders, bryt 
        %sen 

         
        if CurrentNode==1 
            Feeders=Feeders(:,1:FeederNr-1); 
            NodesRemaining=NodesRemaining(NodesRemaining > 0); 
            if NodesRemaining>0 
                NodesRemains=true; %nodes remains to be visited but no more path 
            end 

             
            %NR_counter_bad_sections=NR_counter_bad_sections+1; 
            break; 
        end 

         

         
        %Fill with zeros beneath stored end feeder value to prevent false values 
        Feeders(FeederRow+1,FeederNr)=0; 
        for FRow=FeederRow+1:1:size(Feeders,1) 
            Feeders(FRow,FeederNr)=0; 
        end 

         
        %If the feeder has the same value as previous (but shorter line) then 
        % use this feeder with a new one 
        if FeederNr>1 && Feeders(FeederRow,FeederNr)==Feeders(FeederRow,FeederNr-1) 
            FeederNr=FeederNr-1; 
        end 

         

         
        NextNode=1; 
        FeederNr=FeederNr+1; 
        FeederRow=0; 

         

         
        % FILTER THE CONNECTIONS MATRIX 
        %Moves  every element  in latest multiple point  one to the left 
        for counter=1:1:Nr_of_connections(MultipleNodeLatest,1) 
            Connections(MultipleNodeLatest,counter)=Connections(MultipleNodeLatest,counter+1); 
        end 

         
        %Take away the connection between the node before the latest 
        %multiple node and the latest multiple node 
        if Connections(MultipleNodeLatest,1)==MultipleNodeLatest_pre_node 
            for counter=1:1:Nr_of_connections(MultipleNodeLatest,1) 
                Connections(MultipleNodeLatest,counter)=Connections(MultipleNodeLatest,counter+1); 
            end 
        end 

         

         
        %If latest multiple point has zero connections then move to 
        %previous multiple and take that route away then jump to previous 
        %and do the same check and keep going until there are no left 
        if Connections(MultipleNodeLatest,1)==0 
            s=2; 

             
            while Connections(MultipleNodeLatest,1)==0 
                b=MultipleNodeRow-s; 
                if b==0 
                    break; 
                end 
                MultipleNodePrevious=MultipleNodes(b,1); 
                for counter2=1:1:Nr_of_connections(MultipleNodePrevious,1) 
                    

Connections(MultipleNodePrevious,counter2)=Connections(MultipleNodePrevious,counter2+1); 
                end 
                s=s+1; 
                MultipleNodeLatest=MultipleNodePrevious; 

                 
                %END PROGRAM WHEN FININSHED 
                %This will end the entire program when no more connections 
                %are available 
                if Connections(1,1)==0 
                    NodesRemaining=NodesRemaining(NodesRemaining > 0); 
                    if NodesRemaining>0 
                        NodesRemains=true; %nodes remains to be visited but no more path 

                         
                    end 
                    flag=1; %no more connections from node 1 

                     
                    break; 
                end 
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            end 
            if flag==1 
                break; 
            end 
        end 
        MultipleNodeRow=2; 

         
    end 

     

     

     

     
    % To verify that we dont go back to where we have been, justify 
    %connections matrix 

     
    if Connections(NextNode,ConnectionNr)==CurrentNode 
        for counter=1:1:Nr_of_connections(NextNode,1) 
            Connections(NextNode,counter)=Connections(NextNode,counter+1);  %Moves every element one to the 

left 
        end 
        NextNode=Connections(CurrentNode,1); 
    end 

     

     
    % 

     
    %Take a step to next node 
    PreviousNode=CurrentNode; 
    CurrentNode=NextNode; 
    FeederRow=FeederRow+1; 

     

     

     
end 

  

  

  
end 
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APPENDIX K — MATLAB CODE (INSERT_LINES.M) 

 
function [ FeedersLines,Line_id,Lines_data ] = insert_lines( 

Lines_data,Feeders,Line_type,NodeSubstation,MaxFeeders,MaxNodes ) 
%insert_lines - STAGE 5 (Appendix A) - GENERATE FEEDER STRUCTURE INCL. lines 

%   Detailed explanation goes here 

  
counter_cable=4001; 
counter_oh_line=5001; 

  

  
FeedersLines(1,1)=NodeSubstation; %Insert first node 
col=1; 
while col<=MaxFeeders 

     
    row_feed=1; 
    FeederCurrent=Feeders(:,col); 

     
    NodeCurrent=FeederCurrent(row_feed); 
    NodeNext=FeederCurrent(row_feed+1); 
    row_lines=1; 

     
    while row_feed<=MaxNodes 

         
        flag=0; 
        %For all but first column, Prevent double line id 
        if col~=1 
            %if current and next node is the same as in previous feeder 
            %pass through 
            if NodeCurrent==Feeders(row_feed,col-1) && NodeNext==Feeders(row_feed+1,col-1) 
                row_lines=row_lines+2; %Jump two rows in lines feeders 
                NodeCurrent=FeederCurrent(row_feed); 
                NodeNext=FeederCurrent(row_feed+1); 
                flag=1; 
            end 
        end 

         
        if flag~=1 
            %Insert line id - 
            row_lines=row_lines+1; 
            if Line_type(NodeCurrent,NodeNext)==1; 
                FeedersLines(row_lines,col)=counter_cable; 
                Line_id(NodeCurrent,NodeNext)=counter_cable; 
                Line_id(NodeNext,NodeCurrent)=counter_cable;%insert id into line matrix 

                 
                %-----Insert ID into Data Lines 
                for iii=1:1:size(Lines_data,1) 
                    if (Lines_data(iii,1)==NodeCurrent && Lines_data(iii,2)==NodeNext) || 

(Lines_data(iii,1)==NodeNext && Lines_data(iii,2)==NodeCurrent) 
                        Lines_data(iii,5)=counter_cable; 
                    end 
                end 
                %----- 
                counter_cable=counter_cable+1; 
            end 
            if Line_type(NodeCurrent,NodeNext)==2; 
                FeedersLines(row_lines,col)=counter_oh_line; 
                Line_id(NodeCurrent,NodeNext)=counter_oh_line; 
                Line_id(NodeNext,NodeCurrent)=counter_oh_line; %insert id into line matrix 
                %-----Insert ID into Data Lines 
                for iii=1:1:size(Lines_data,1) 
                    if (Lines_data(iii,1)==NodeCurrent && Lines_data(iii,2)==NodeNext) || 

(Lines_data(iii,1)==NodeNext && Lines_data(iii,2)==NodeCurrent) 
                        Lines_data(iii,5)=counter_oh_line; 
                    end 
                end 
                %----- 
                counter_oh_line=counter_oh_line+1; 
            end 

             

             

             
            %Insert node 
            row_lines=row_lines+1; 
            FeedersLines(row_lines,col)=NodeNext; 
        end 

         
        row_feed=row_feed+1; 
        NodeCurrent=FeederCurrent(row_feed); 

         
        if row_feed<MaxNodes 
            NodeNext=FeederCurrent(row_feed+1); 
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            if NodeNext==0 
                break; 
            end 
        end 

         
        if row_feed==MaxNodes 
            break; 
        end 
    end 

     
    col=col+1; 

     

     
end 

  

  

  
%Fill matrix with full feeders components 
%FeedersComponents=FeedersLines; 
cll=1; 
while cll<size(FeedersLines,2) 
    rww=1; 
    cll=cll+1; 
    while rww<size(FeedersLines,1) 
        if FeedersLines(rww,cll)~=0 
            break; 
        else 
            FeedersLines(rww,cll)=FeedersLines(rww,cll-1); 
            rww=rww+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 

  

  

  

  
end 
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APPENDIX L — MATLAB CODE (CREATE_TOPOLOGY.M) 

 
function [ Topology, Topology_names ] = create_topology( Feeders,NodeSubstation ) 
%create_topology - PLOT SYSTEM - Create a visual topology of generated feeders 

%   Detailed explanation goes here 

  
TreeStructure_Nodes=Feeders; 
TreeStructure_Number=zeros(size(Feeders)); 
% TreeStructure_Nodes(size(TreeStructure_Nodes,1)+1,:)=0; 

  
rows=size(TreeStructure_Nodes,1);%plus 1 to include lowest row with only zeros 
cols=size(TreeStructure_Nodes,2); 
flag=0; 

  
%Delete every same value, make into zeros 
for i=1:1:rows 
    m=1; 
    for j=2:1:cols 
        if TreeStructure_Nodes(i,j-m)==TreeStructure_Nodes(i,j) 
            TreeStructure_Nodes(i,j)=0; 
            m=m+1; 
        else 
            m=1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
TreeStructure_Nodes(1,1)=0; 

  

  
% %filter possible zero colums 
% kk=1; 
% for r=1:1:cols 
%     Feeder_col_sum_(r,1)=sum(TreeStructure_Nodes(:,r)); 
%     if Feeder_col_sum_(r,1)==0 
%         VecOfIndices(kk)=r; 
%         kk=kk+1; 
%     end 
% end 
% [cols2remove] = ind2sub(size(TreeStructure_Nodes),VecOfIndices); 
% cols2remove=unique(cols2remove); 
% TreeStructure_Nodes(:,cols2remove)=[]; 
% cols=size(TreeStructure_Nodes,2); 

  

  
%Number every position 
TreeStructure_Number(1,1)=0; 
Number=1; 
for j=1:1:cols 
    for i=1:1:rows 
        if TreeStructure_Nodes(i,j)~=0 
            TreeStructure_Number(i,j)=Number; 
            Number=Number+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 

  
% Number every top position with same as to the left of it 
TreeStructure=TreeStructure_Number; 
i=1; 
j=1; 
counter3=1; 
while j<=cols 

     
    %A start value for the first most left node 
    if TreeStructure(i,j)~=0 && j==1 
        TreeStructure(i,j)=NodeSubstation; %First node must be connected to the substation (node 1) 
        j=j+1; 
        i=1; 
    end 

     
    %For first node in all other feeders 
    if TreeStructure(i,j)~=0 && j~=1 

         
        %If the closest left node does not have any value then go to next 
        %left, row one is not included as there are only zeros 
        if TreeStructure(i,j-1)==0 && i~=1 
            counter3=1; 
            while TreeStructure(i,j-counter3)==0 
                counter3=counter3+1; 
            end 
            TreeStructure(i,j)=TreeStructure(i,j-counter3); 
        else 
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            %If the top value has a value just to the left of it the take 
            %that 
            TreeStructure(i,j)=TreeStructure(i,j-1); 

             
        end 
        j=j+1; 
        i=1; 
    end 
    i=i+1; 

     
    if i>size(TreeStructure,1) 
        i=1; 
        j=j+1; 
    end 

     
end 

  
%Create same tree structure but with correct name tag 
TreeStructure_Feeders=TreeStructure; 
TreeStructure_Feeders(1,1)=1; 
for j=1:1:cols 
    for i=1:1:rows 
        if TreeStructure(i,j)~=0 
            TreeStructure_Feeders(i,j)=Feeders(i,j); 
            if Feeders(i,j)==0; 
                TreeStructure_Feeders(i,j)=111; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 

  

  
%Create the topology and the corresponding names 
Topology(1)=0; 
d=2; 
g=1; 
for j=1:1:cols 
    for i=1:1:rows 
        if TreeStructure(i,j)~=0 
            Topology(d)=TreeStructure(i,j); 
            d=d+1; 
        end 
        if TreeStructure_Feeders(i,j)~=0 
            Topology_names(g)=cellstr(num2str(TreeStructure_Feeders(i,j))); 
            g=g+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 

  

  

  

  
clearvars -except Topology Topology_names 

  

  

  
end 
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APPENDIX M — MATLAB CODE (IMPORT_EXCEL.M) 

function data = import_excel(workbookFile, sheetName, range) 
%import_excel - STAGE 1 (Appendix A) - Import data from a spreadsheet 
%   DATA = IMPORTFILE(FILE) reads all numeric data from the first worksheet 
%   in the Microsoft Excel spreadsheet file named FILE and returns the 
%   numeric data. 
% 
%   DATA = IMPORTFILE(FILE,SHEET) reads from the specified worksheet. 
% 
%   DATA = IMPORTFILE(FILE,SHEET,RANGE) reads from the specified worksheet 
%   and from the specified RANGE. Specify RANGE using the syntax 
%   'C1:C2',where C1 and C2 are opposing corners of the region. 
% 
%   Non-numeric cells are replaced with: NaN 
% 
% Example: 
%   datalinelengths = importfile('data_line_lengths.xlsx','Blad1','C2:F3'); 
% 
%   See also XLSREAD. 

  
% Auto-generated by MATLAB on 2015/03/02 10:02:23 

  
%% Input handling 

  
% If no sheet is specified, read first sheet 
if nargin == 1 || isempty(sheetName) 
    sheetName = 1; 
end 

  
% If no range is specified, read all data 
if nargin <= 2 || isempty(range) 
    range = ''; 
end 

  
%% Import the data 
[~, ~, raw] = xlsread(workbookFile, sheetName, range); 
raw(cellfun(@(x) ~isempty(x) && isnumeric(x) && isnan(x),raw)) = {''}; 

  
%% Replace non-numeric cells with NaN 
R = cellfun(@(x) ~isnumeric(x) && ~islogical(x),raw); % Find non-numeric cells 
raw(R) = {0}; % Replace non-numeric cells 
%raw(R) = {NaN}; % Replace non-numeric cells 

  
%% Create output variable 
data = reshape([raw{:}],size(raw)); 
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APPENDIX N — MATLAB CODE (TRIMTREELAYOUT.M) 

function [x,y,h,s] = trimtreelayout(parent,post) 
%   TRIMTREELAYOUT - PLOT SYSTEM - A modified standard function TREELAYOUT.  

%     Produces different heights for the leaves. They appear in 
%     their respective layer instead of the deepest layer. The 
%     format is the same as for TREELAYOUT, see below. 
% 
%   [x,y,h,s] = trimtreelayout(parent,post) 
%  
% 
%   TREELAYOUT Lay out tree or forest. 
%   [x,y,h,s] = treelayout(parent,post) 
%       parent is the vector of parent pointers, with 0 for a root. 
%       post is a postorder permutation on the tree nodes. 
%       (If post is omitted we compute it here.) 
%       x and y are vectors of coordinates in the unit square at which  
%       to lay out the nodes of the tree to make a nice picture. 
%       Optionally, h is the height of the tree and s is the  
%       number of vertices in the top-level separator. 
% 
%   See also ETREE, TREEPLOT, ETREEPLOT, SYMBFACT. 

  
%   Copyright 1984-2000 The MathWorks, Inc.  
%   $Revision: 5.11 $  $Date: 2000/06/08 20:18:46 $ 
%  
%   Modified by RG 01-Nov-1 to plot the leaves in the right layer 
% 

  
% This is based on the C code in sptrees.c by John Gilbert. 
% Leaves are spaced evenly on the x axis, and internal 
% nodes are centered over their descendant leaves with 
% y coordinate proportional to height in the tree. 

  
n = length(parent); 

  
 pv = []; 
 if (size(parent,1)>1), parent = parent(:)'; end 
 if (nargin<2) & ~all(parent==0 | parent>(1:n)) 
     % This does not appear to be in the form generated by ETREE. 
     if (any(parent>n) | any(parent<0) | any(parent~=floor(parent)) ... 
     | any(parent==[1:n])) 
        error('Bad vector of parent pointers.'); 
     end 
     [parent,pv] = fixparent(parent); 
 end 

  
if nargin < 2, 

  
    % Create the adjacency matrix A of the given tree, 
    % and get the postorder with another call to etree. 

  
    j = find(parent); 
    A = sparse (parent(j), j, 1, n, n); 
    A = A + A' + speye(n,n); 
    [ignore, post] = etree(A); 
%    post 
end; 

  
% Add a dummy root node #n+1, and identify the leaves. 

  
parent = rem(parent+n, n+1) + 1;  % change all 0s to n+1s 
isaleaf = ones(1,n+1); 
isaleaf(parent) = zeros(n,1); 

  
% In postorder, compute heights and descendant leaf intervals. 
% Space leaves evenly in x (in postorder). 

  
xmin = n(1,ones(1,n+1)); % n+1 copies of n 
xmax = zeros(1,n+1); 
height = zeros(1,n+1); 
nkids = zeros(1,n+1); 
nleaves = 0; 

  
for i = 1:n, 
    node = post(i); 
    if isaleaf(node), 
        nleaves = nleaves+1; 
        xmin(node) = nleaves; 
        xmax(node) = nleaves; 
    end; 
    dad = parent(node); 
    %RG 
%    height(dad) = max (height(dad), height(node)+1); 
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    xmin(dad)   = min (xmin(dad),   xmin(node)); 
    xmax(dad)   = max (xmax(dad),   xmax(node)); 
    nkids(dad)  = nkids(dad)+1; 
end; 

  
% RG compute heights 
% traverse the tree from the root downwards in a layer-manner 
lay_ind = n+1; 
par_ind = n+1; 
while(1) 
  lay_ind = find(ismember(parent, lay_ind)); 
  if isempty(lay_ind) 
    break; 
  end   
  par_ind = [par_ind lay_ind]; 
  height(par_ind) = height(par_ind)+1; 
end 
height(1:n) = height(1:n)-1; 

  
% Compute coordinates, leaving a little space on all sides. 

  
treeht = height(n+1) - 1; 
deltax = 1/(nleaves+1); 
deltay = 1/(treeht+2); 
x = deltax * (xmin+xmax)/2; 
y = deltay * (height+1); 

  
% Omit the dummy node. 

  
x = x(1:n); 
y = y(1:n); 

  
% Return the height and top separator size. 

  

  
h = treeht; 
s = n+1 - max(find(nkids~=1)); 

  
if ~isempty(pv) 
   x(pv) = x; 
   y(pv) = y; 
end 

  
% ---------------------------- 
function [a,pv] = fixparent(parent) 
%FIXPARENT  Fix order of parent vector 
%   [A,PV] = FIXPARENT(B) takes a vector of parent nodes for an 
%   elimination tree, and re-orders it to produce an equivalent vector 
%   A in which parent nodes are always higher-numbered than child 
%   nodes.  If B is an elimination tree produced by the TREE 
%   functions, this step will not be necessary.  PV is a 
%   permutation vector, so that A = B(PV); 

  
n = length(parent); 
a = parent; 
a(a==0) = n+1; 
pv = 1:n; 

  
niter = 0; 
while(1) 
   k = find(a<(1:n)); 
   if isempty(k), break; end 
   k = k(1); 
   j = a(k); 

    
   % Put node k before its parent node j 
   a  = [ a(1:j-1)  a(k)  a(j:k-1)  a(k+1:end)];  
   pv = [pv(1:j-1) pv(k) pv(j:k-1) pv(k+1:end)];  
   t = (a >= j & a < k); 
   a(a==k) = j; 
   a(t) = a(t) + 1; 

  
   niter = niter+1; 
   if (niter>n*(n-1)/2), error('Bad vector of parent pointers.'); end 
end 

  
a(a>n) = 0; 
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APPENDIX O — MATLAB CODE (TRIMTREEPLOT.M) 

function trimtreeplot(p,c,d) 
% TRIMTREEPLOT - PLOT SYSTEM - A modified standard function TREEPLOT. Plots the 
%   leaves differently from TREEPLOT. They appear in their 
%   respective layer instead of the deepest layer so that the tree 
%   appears as "trimmed". The format is the same as for TREEPLOT, 
%   see below.  
% 
% trimtreeplot(p [,c,d]) 
% 
% TREEPLOT Plot picture of tree. 
%   TREEPLOT(p) plots a picture of a tree given a vector of 
%   parent pointers, with p(i) == 0 for a root.  
% 
%   TREEPLOT(P,nodeSpec,edgeSpec) allows optional parameters nodeSpec 
%   and edgeSpec to set the node or edge color, marker, and linestyle. 
%   Use '' to omit one or both. 
% 
%   See also ETREE, TREELAYOUT, ETREEPLOT. 

  
%   Copyright (c) 1984-98 by The MathWorks, Inc. 
%   $Revision: 5.8 $  $Date: 1997/11/21 23:44:59 $ 
% 
%   Modified by RG 01-Nov-1 to use trimtreelayout instead of 
%   TREELAYOUT  

  
% RG use another treelayout  
%[x,y,h]=treelayout(p); 
[x,y,h]=trimtreelayout(p); 

  
f = find(p~=0); 
pp = p(f); 
X = [x(f); x(pp); repmat(NaN,size(f))]; 
Y = [y(f); y(pp); repmat(NaN,size(f))]; 
X = X(:); 
Y = Y(:); 

  
if nargin == 1, 
    n = length(p); 
    if n < 500, 
        plot (X, Y, x, y, 'bs', 'Color', [0 0.5 .4], 'MarkerFaceColor',[.49 1 .63], 'MarkerSize',17, 

'LineWidth',1.5) ; 
    else, 
        plot (X, Y, 'r-'); 
    end; 
else, 
    [ignore, clen] = size(c); 
    if nargin < 3,  
        if clen > 1,  
            d = [c(1:clen-1) '-'];  
        else, 
            d = 'r-'; 
        end; 
    end; 
    [ignore, dlen] = size(d); 
    if clen>0 & dlen>0 
        plot (x, y, c, X, Y, d); 
    elseif clen>0, 
        plot (x, y, c); 
    elseif dlen>0, 
        plot (X, Y, d); 
    else 
    end; 
end; 
%xlabel(['height = ' int2str(h)]); 
axis([0 1 0 1]); 
%axis off; 
%set(gca,'visible','off'); 
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APPENDIX P — MATLAB CODE (GPLOTDC.M) 

function gplotdc(A,xy,varargin) 
%GPLOTDC - PLOT SYSTEM - Plot a Directed Graph 
% GPLOTDC(A,XY) Plots the Directed Graph represented by adjacency 
%   matrix A and points xy using the default style described below 
% GPLOTDC(A,XY,PARAM1,VAL1,PARAM2,VAL2,...) Plots the Directed Graph 
%   using valid parameter name/value pairs 
% 
%   Inputs: 
%       A     - NxN adjacency matrix, where A(I,J) is nonzero (=1) 
%               if and only if there is an edge between points I and J 
%       xy    - Nx2 matrix of x/y coordinates 
%       ...   - Parameter name/value pairs that are consistent with 
%               valid PLOT parameters can also be specified 
% 
%   Default Plot Style Details: 
%       1. Undirected (2-way) edges are plotted as straight solid lines 
%       2. Directed (1-way) edges are plotted as curved dotted lines with 
%           the curvature bending counterclockwise moving away from a point 
%       3. Any vertex that is connected to itself is plotted with a 
%           circle around it 
% 
%   Example: 
%       % plot a directed graph using default line styles 
%       n = 9; t = 2*pi/n*(0:n-1); 
%       A = round(rand(n)); 
%       xy = [cos(t); sin(t)]'; 
%       gplotdc(A,xy); 
%       for k = 1:n 
%           text(xy(k,1),xy(k,2),['  ' num2str(k)],'Color','k', ... 
%               'FontSize',12,'FontWeight','b') 
%       end 
% 
%   Example: 
%       % plot a directed graph using plot name/value parameter pairs 
%       n = 9; t = 2*pi/n*(0:n-1); 
%       A = round(rand(n)); 
%       xy = [cos(t); sin(t)]'; 
%       gplotdc(A,xy,'LineWidth',2,'MarkerSize',8); 
% 
%   Example: 
%       % plot a directed graph using a different color and linestyle 
%       n = 9; t = 2*pi/n*(0:n-1); 
%       A = round(rand(n)); 
%       xy = [cos(t); sin(t)]'; 
%       gplotdc(A,xy,'Color',[0.67 0 1],'LineStyle',':'); 
% 
% See also: gplot, plot 
% 
% Author: Joseph Kirk 
% Email: jdkirk630@gmail.com 
% Release: 1.0 
% Release Date: 4/12/08 

  
% Process Inputs 
if nargin < 2 
    error('Not enough input arguments.'); 
end 
[nr,nc] = size(A); 
[n,dim] = size(xy); 
if (~n) || (nr ~= n) || (nc ~= n) || (dim < 2) 
    eval(['help ' mfilename]); 
    error('Invalid input. See help notes above.'); 
end 
params = struct(); 
for var = 1:2:length(varargin)-1 
    params.(varargin{var}) = varargin{var+1}; 
end 

  
% Parse the Adjacency Matrix 
A = double(logical(A)); 
iA = diag(diag(A));         % self-connecting edges 
dA = A.*(1-A');             % directed edges (1-way) 
uA = A-dA-iA;               % undirected edges (2-way) 

  
% Make NaN-Separated XY Vectors 
[ix,iy] = makeXY(iA,xy); 
[dx,dy] = makeXY(dA,xy); 
[ux,uy] = makeXY(tril(uA,0),xy); 

  
% Add Curvature to Directed Edges 
dX = dx; 
dY = dy; 
pct = 0.15;     %               <---------------------- 
                %Här bestäms böjen på strecken.... orginalet pct = 0.04 
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for k = 1:4 
    [dX,dY,pct] = makeCurved(dX,dY,pct); 
end 

  
% Plot the Graph 
plot(ux,uy,'b-',params) 
%hold on 
%plot(dX,dY,'r--',params) 
plot(dX,dY,'LineStyle', '-', 'Color', [1 0.8 .8], 'LineWidth',2.5 ,params) 

  
plot(ix,iy,'ko',params) 
plot(xy(:,1),xy(:,2),'k.') 
%hold off 

  
    function [x,y] = makeXY(A,xy) 
        if any(A(:)) 
            [J,I] = find(A'); 
            m = length(I); 
            xmat = [xy(I,1) xy(J,1) NaN(m,1)]'; 
            ymat = [xy(I,2) xy(J,2) NaN(m,1)]'; 
            x = xmat(:); 
            y = ymat(:); 
        else 
            x = NaN; 
            y = NaN; 
        end 
    end 

  
    function [X,Y,PCT] = makeCurved(x,y,pct) 
        N = length(x); 
        if N < 2 
            X = x; 
            Y = y; 
        else 
            M = 2*N-1; 
            X = zeros(1,M); 
            Y = zeros(1,M); 
            X(1:2:M) = x; 
            Y(1:2:M) = y; 
            X(2:2:M-1) = 0.5*(x(1:N-1)+x(2:N))+pct*diff(y); 
            Y(2:2:M-1) = 0.5*(y(1:N-1)+y(2:N))-pct*diff(x); 
        end 
        PCT = 0.5*pct; 
    end 
end 
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